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PREFACE
At the beginning of th.e research for this thesis the
author thought the story of the Byrd campaign for the 1932
Democratic nomination would reveal a candidate girded with
all of the partisan fervor of the typical seeker of the
presidency, but such was not the case.

Therefore, it has

been the author's purpose to show the relationship between
the Byrd campaign and his desire to maintain party unity.
This double thread is carried throughout the narrative revealing the difficulty of discussing Byrd the candidate
without including his role as party harmonizer.
My thanks must go to many for their help in preparing

the final work.

The staffs at the Virginia Historical

Society Archives, Virginia State Library, University of
Virginia, and the Library of Congress were most generous
with their time and patience.

A note of special thanks

must go to Mr. Waverly Winfree at the Virginia Historical
Society for his help in locating primary sources related

iii

to the author's topic.

Dr. Ernest C. Bolt, Jr., who

directed the study, has been a constant source of inspiration and assistance.
have been most helpful.

Others too numerous to mention

INTRODUCTION
The topical order of the thesis was selected to give
the clearest portrayal of Harry Byrd's role in Democratic
politics for the. period immedia. tely preceding the Democratic presidential nomination of 1932.

The first chapter

of the thesis explains some of the background of Byrd's
political position in Virginia and the national Democratic
party.

The pre-convention maneuvers of Byrd in the nation-

al party are the subject of the second chapter.

The third

chapter is an analysis of Byrd's own campaign for the presidential nomination in 1932.

In the fourth chapter, the ac-

tivities of the Byrd forces at the Democratic National Convention and the Virginia State Democratic Convention are examined, and the conclusions reached during the study are the
subject of chapter five.
Correspondence between Harry F. Byrd and William T.
Reed contained in the William T. Reed Papers at the Virginia
Historical Society Archives was the chief source for the paper.

The author wrote Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. requesting

2

permission to examine his father's papers.

Since the late

Senator's papers are presently in commercial storage, permission to use them was denied.

Fortunately, Reed kept car-

bon copies of the letters he sent to Byrd, making the author's task somewhat easier.

Other collections of value

were the Carter Glass Papers, Westmoreland Davis Papers, and
the Martin A. Hutchinson Papers in the Alderman Library at
the University of Virginia.
Future scholars may ultimately revise this work as other
personal papers become available.

The John Garland Pollard

Papers and the A. Willis Robertson Papers, housed in the Earl
Gregg Sw-em- Library, of the College of William and Mary, are
not yet open to the public.

The family of Harry F. Byrd has

not selected a depository for his papers.

When these col-

lections are opened for examination, an expansion and revision of this thesis will most likely be necessary.

Robert-

son and Pollard were in a close political relationship with
Byrd during this period, and their papers, along with Byrd's
should help clarify certain details that presently remain
unexplained.

CHAPTER I
POLITICAL BACKGROUND
Harry F. Byrd was active on three different levels in
the Democratic party prior to the Chicago Convention in 1932.
He completed his term as Governor of Virginia in 1930 and
left office with the reputation of being the finest governor
of the state in many years.

Byrd remained in control of state

politics and few matters concerning the Democratic party in
Virginia escaped his attention.

At the national level in the

party, Byrd served as Virginia's Democratic National Committeeman and worked to prevent discord in the party between the
forces of Alfred E. Smith and the supporters of Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

From January, 1932 to June when the Democratic

National Convention met in Chicago, Byrd and his friends campaigned to get the Democratic nomination for Harry Byrd.
To many political observers the election of 1928 indicated the end of the once solid Democratic South.

The Hoover

majority of that year included victories for the Republican

4

ticket in Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, and Texas for
the first time since the Reconstruction period.

The day

following the election of 1928 the statue of Thomas Jeffersor., patron saint of the Democratic party, at the University of Virginia was found draped in black.

Within a

week of the election, the Senate of Mississippi, a state
that remained in the Democratic column in 1928, issued two
bulletins.

The first of these invited the defeated Al Smith

to make his home in Mississippi where the Democratic party
still survived in good health.

The second bulletin demand-

ed that the unfaithful state of Virginia give up the sacred
1

bodies of Jefferson, Jackson, and Lee. ·
The Virginia Democratic party divided in 1928 with the
followers of Methodist Bishop James Cannon, an ardent prohibition leader, conducting a widespread anti-Smith campaign.
The regular Democrats under Governor Byrd and Senator Carter
Glass tried vainly to promote a Smith ~lictory in Virginia. 2
The task of convincing Southern Democrats to vote for Smith
was difficult for a number of reasons.

Smith was an extreme

l

Struthers Burt, "Democracy and the Broken South, 11
Literary Digest, CCXX.VII, 4 (April, 1929), 475.
2Robert c. McManus, 11 Raskob," North American Review,
CCXX.I, 1, (January, 1931), 13, and Richmond _Times ~Dispatch,
September, 19,, 1931.

5

wet on the prohibition issue.

He was a Catholic, and the

South was overwhelmingly Protestant.

Smith also angered

many Southerners with his big city New York background.

On

the other hand, Hoover was dry and Protestant which, in the
eyes of many Southern voters, made him preferable to the
Democratic Smith. 3 Byrd recognized that feeling in the Democratic party in many parts of the country would be against
Virginia for not supporting Al Smith in 1928.4

Byrd and the

regular Democrats had made inroads toward breaking the power
of Bishop Cannon in Virginia, and his role in the election of
1928 proved to be a temporary resurgence of his old political
strength.
The first step in breaking Bishop Cannon's hold on Virginia politics came when Byrd defeated Cannon's hand-picked
candidate for governor, G. Walter Mapp, in 1925.5

Cannon

took advantage of Southern prejudices to construct a coalition of Republicans and f'undrunentalist Democrats to defeat
Al Smith in Virginia in 1928.

The defeat was the result of

3V. O. Key, Jr., Southern Politics in State and Nation
(New York, 1950), 318.
4irarry F. Byrd to William T. Reed, March 17, 1932, Willian:
T. Reed Papers, Virginia Historical Society Archives, Richmond
Virginia.
5Ricbmond Times Dispatch, October 18, 1931.
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Smith's Catholicism, wetness, and urban background rather
than Cannon's political power. 6 The next political test
for Bishop Cannon came when the Byrd Democrats chose John
Garland Pollard to follow Byrd as governor.

The election

was held in 1929 and indicated the extent of Byrd's power
in Virginia.

Cannon hoped to mold his coalition force of

.Republicans and fundamentalist Democrats into a majority
for Dr. William M. Brown.

The election proved to be the

end of Cannon's political influence in Virginia.

Pollard

defeated Brown easily and the large vote was an approval
of Byrd's term as governor as well as a repudiation of
Bishop Cannon. 7
While Byrd was Governor of Virginia, he was able to
consolidate his political leadership in the state.

He insti-

tuted a program of government reorganization that brought him
national recognition and increased prestige in the higher
echelons of the Democratic party.

The reform program was

vast in scope and left Virginia with a more efficient state
government.

The Constitution of Virginia was revised and

6New York Times, February 22, 1931.
?Alvin L. Hall, "Virginia Back in the Fold : The Gubernatorial Campaign and Election of 1929," Virfinia Magazine of
History and Biography, LXXIII, 3 (July, 1965 , 280, 291-30,
and Virginius Dabney, rr:y: Messiah : ~ ~ of Bishop Cannon
{New York, 1949), 210- 3.

7

eighty-five state agencies were merged into twelve departments.

The tax structure was reorganized and tax sources

were segregated so that money was collected for specific
purposes with tax collection made the responsibility of one
separate government department.

New highway construction

was paid for as the roads were built, and school appropriations were increased.

The changes saved the state enough

money so that no new taxes were required, no bonds were issued, and many taxes were reduced.

8

The success of the Byr1

program brought Byrd national recognition and assured his
dominance of the Virginia political structure.
At the national level,

govern.~ent

and private finances

had been thrown into chaos by the stock market crash in 192 1
and the depression that followed.

Every state in the Union

was forced to turn to defecit financing with the exception
of Virginia.

State Comptroller E. R. Combs, a strong Byrd

ally, reported that Virginia ended the fiscal year of 1931
with a surplus of over one million dollars in the general
fund. 9

The Virginia financial establishment endured the

8walter Davenport, "States Righted : How a Sincere
Young Man Set a New Fashion in Government," Colliers,
LXXXIX, 23 (June 4, 1932), 45.

9Ricbmond Times Dispatch, October 22, 1931.

8

national crisis so well that it was the only state to pay
more federal taxes in 1931 than it paid in 1930. 10 Much of
the credit for this feat went to Byrd for his government
reorganization.

The financial stability of the Virginia

government added to Byrd's growing prestige in national
politics.
Byrd was not without political enemies in Virginia.
Westmoreland Davis, editor of the Southern Planter and a
fo~ner

Governor of Virginia, was a constant critic of Byrd's

reorganization of the state government and went so far as to
finance the Virginia Bureau of Research as a front for discrediting Byrd.

The Virginia Bureau of Research, at first

believed to be an independent organization, issued statements declaring that the Byrd administration exaggerated
Virginia's industrial growth statistics, increased state
expenses, and that E. R. Combs, Virginia Comptroller, failed
to take advantage of discounts that could have saved the state
one hundred thousand dollars.

An investigation followed, and

it was learned that Davis financed the Research Bureau for
his own political purposes.

The loss in unused discounts

amounted to $542.00, a negligible amount when a budget of
millions was involved.

Other charges by the Bureau were

lOibid., January 25, 1932.

9

found to be false and Byrd's reputation for integrity remained intact. 11 Byrd was able to say with complete confidence that Davis' Research Bureau "had no effect whatever in Virginia. 1112 William T. Reed, President of Larus
Tobacco Company in Richmond and a close personal friend
and political supporter of Harry Byrd, thought Westmoreland
Davis was trying to stop the growing sentiment that favored
Byrd for the Democratic presidential nomination in 1932. 1 3
Byrd finished his term as Governor of Virginia in January of 1930 and returned to Winchester to continue his business as a newspaper publisher and one of the world's largest
apple growers.

His program as governor had made his name

known in much of the country and invitations to speak flooded
his small office in Winchester.

In a short period

af~er

he

left office, Byrd made speeches in Tennessee, Georgia, North
1
Carolina and Kentucky. 4 Byrd was one of a number of Southern governors who are sometimes called "business progressives"
for their emphasis on government efficiency.

The term pro-

gressive did not apply to this group because they did not

11

New York Times, June 28, 1931.

12
Byrd to Reed, June 12, 1930, Reed Papers.
l3Reed to Byrd, June 30, 1930, Ibid.

-

l4Reed to Byrd, February

25, 1930, Ibid.

10

favor social legislation or the limitation of business.

15

The press covered most of Byrd's speeches and generated
a favorable impression of Byrd as a moderate reformer.
As Byrd'.s name and political record became better known,
the speculation on his political future increased and the
speaking invitations continued.

Byrd's name was frequently

mentioned, especially in the Southern press, as a possible
16
presidential candidate in 1932.
At this early date, Byrd
had no inclination to consider the possibility that he might
be nominated by the Democratic party.

He wrote to Reed in

October, 1930 that he thought it was time for him to make a
statement that he had no desire to be a candidate for the
Democratic nomination.

Byrd gave a number of reasons to

support his withdrawal from the list of Democratic possibilities.

Most important was his reluctance to call on Reed

and his other friends to help finance a campaign.

Byrd's

wife was in poor health and his business demanded most of
his attention after four years of neglect while he was governor.

It was Byrd's thinking that his chances for the nomi-

nation were remote and would not be improved by conducting

15George B.
.

Tindall, The Emergence .££. the New South,

1913-l2..42 (Baton Rouge, 19b7T, 224.

16 Richnond Times Dispatch, July 12, 1931.

11

.

a campaign.

17 Reed, who was promoting Byrd's name at every

opportunity, expressed sympathy for Byrd's position but saw
no way for Byrd to avoid being considered for the nomination
18
of the D:lmocratic Party.
The discussion of Byrd's political future and mention
of his name as a presidential candidate would not be stopped
unless Byrd issued a strong statement that he did not want
to be president.

The people of Virginia were happy to see

that Byrd's record as governor had drawn national attention
to Virginia for the first time in many years.

Byrd was not

only considered for the Democratic nomination, his name was
also put forward as a potential running mate for Franklin D.
Roosevelt and as a good prospect for a cabinet post in the
. t•ion an d e 1 ec t•ion. 19
even t Rooseve lt won the nomina
As enjoyable as the publicity was for Virginians, few
people outside the state in 1931 thought Byrd had a good
chance to win the Democratic nomination.

He was handicapped

by being dry in his views on prohibition and a resident of a
small normally Democratic state.

20

Byrd realized the prob-

17Byrd to Reed, October 7, 1930, and October 13, 1931,
Reed Papers.
18Reed to Byrd, October 9, 1930, Ibid.
l9Richmond Times Dispatch, September 14, 1931.
20New York Times, November 22, 1931.
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lems. involved if he tried for the nomination.

He was

nindered by the fact that he was from the South.

Even

there, where Byrd should have had more support than elsewhere, Roosevelt was collecting an increasing number of
followers because he was thought of as the front runner.
Many Southern Senators were inclined to Roosevelt at an
early date because they feared the renomination of Al Smith
and another split in the party as a result. 21 The fear of
Al Smith did much to break down traditional party maneuvering
and add to Roosevelt's strength. 22 The South of this period
was not where one would expect the liberal, wet Roosevelt
gaining strenth as a presidential candidate. 2 3
Discontent with prohibition was growing and many Democrats were determined to nominate a candidate in 1932 who
would advocate repeal or revision of the Eighteenth Amendment.

The time had come when political candidates, espe-

cially outside the South, could safely advocate an end to
prohibition.

If Byrd was to be seriously considered for

the nomination, he had to change his views on prohibition

21

Byrd to Reed, March 26, 1931, Reed Papers.

22uew York Times, July 19, 1931.
2 3Reed to Byrd, November30, 1931, Reed Papers.

13

2
or be eliminated from the field of potential candidates. 4
The question of prohibition was an emotional issue.

Every

candidate for office in 1932 would find it difficult to
ignore the prohibition issue.

Candidates would have to

make their views known, and, in most instances, those views
would have to favor the wet side of the question.

Byrd was

no exception and in the months before the Democratic convention he made his feelings on prohibition known.
The Southern press, happy to have one of their· own winning high praise, heaped an ever increasing amount of publicity on Byrd and his political actions.

The Richmond Times

Dispatch reprinted endorsements of Byrd for president from
the Columbia Record, Chattanooga News, Elizabeth
pendent, and the New Orleans Item.

City~

In an accompanying edi-

torial, the Richmond paper pointed out that Byrd was receiving more favorable publicity than any other Southern
25
political leader.
In early 1932, the Literary DiEest
polled one hundred newspapers over the nation for the names
of men most often mentioned for president in the area served
by the newspaper.

Thirteen papers of the seventy papers that

replied to the poll put Harry Byrd's name on their list of

24
Frank R. Kent, "The 1932 Presidential Sweepstakes,"
Scribner's Magazine, LXXXIX, 6 {June, 1931), 623.
25Richmond Times Dispatch, July 12, 1931.

14

potential candidates, but all seventy papers mentioned
Roosevelt.

The only Southerner who rated above Byrd in

the poll was Senator Joe T. Robinson of Arkansas who was
listed by nineteen papers.

26

The build up in publicity favorable to Byrd did not
induce him to declare as a candidate.

Byrd continued on

friendly terms with the Roosevelt and Smith _factions in the
Democratic party and, until mid-January, 1932, refused to
make any commitments to run for his party's nomination or
to support any other Democrat for the honor. 27 The Virginia
elections of 1931 were reported as dull with no public stir
over candidates or issues.

The Byrd forces did well at the

polls and no challenges to Byrd's political authority developed.28
base

secu~.

The uneventful election left Byrd's political
Byrd's ability to gain higher office and in-

crease his prestige in party circles would not be hampered
by political embarrassment in his home state.
With his political base under control and his name drawing increased national attention, Byrd's influence in the
national Democratic party grew.

26

Any honest portrayal of

Literary Digest, CXII (January 16, 1932), 8.

27New York Times, December 16, 1931, and Rich.'11ond Times
Dispatch;-December 18, 1931.
28 Richmond Times Dispatch, November

4,

1931.

15

Byrd's role in the national party must be done in the light
of the fact that he did become a candidate for the Democratic
nomination.

However, Byrd did not assume a self-serving

partisan role to increase his own chances for the nomination.
Rather, he worked for party unity and Democratic victory in
1932, whomever the nominee might be.

CHAPTER II
BYRD'S ROLE IN NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY POLITICS
Agrarian discontent in the Midwest and the depressed
national economy hurt Republican chances to keep Herbert
Hoover in the White House in 1932.

The way seemed clear

for the Democrats to win the coming election and the nom1

ination became an important first step to the White House.
To keep the party in fighting trim, the Democratic National
Committee served as a steering mechanism and a fund raising
body between elections.

Any candidate desiring the nom-

ination of the party had to take great care that the National
Committee did not adopt policies that would place him in an
awkward position at the national convention.
John J. Raskob, a close friend of Al Smith, and Bernard
Baruch provided the largest share of the funds to keep the
Democratic party going in the late twenties and early thirties.
For his efforts, Raskob was made Chairman of the National Com-

lJames A. Farley, Behind the Ballots {New York,

1938),

61.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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mittee.

Raskob hired Jouett Shouse of Kansas as a full
2
time assistant.
At the end of 1930, the Democratic

party listed debts of $628,618.00 of which more than onethird,

$225,250.00, was owed to John J. Raskob •3. Smith,

Raskob and Shouse worked closely to control the direction
of the Democratic party.

~mith

had a strong influence in

the party rising from his position as Democratic nominee in
1928, and Raskob 1 s money gave his word a lot of weight in
party councils.

Smith and Raskob tended to favor big busi-

ness and they developed a coolness toward Franklin D. Roosevelt
whom they considered too progressive and anti-business.
Since Roosevelt had been gaining strength as the possible Democratic nominee, Smith and Raskob were quietly urging
favorite Ron candidates to enter tho race and engaging in
other activities to check the Roosevelt advance.4
The first public indication of conflict between the
Roosevelt and Smith-Raskob forces crune at the March
meeting of the Democratic National Committee.

5,

1931

Raskob was

determined to get a resolution from the National Committee

2 Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Crisis of the Old Order,
1919-1933 (Boston, 1957), 273.

3New York Times, January 3, 1931.
4schlesinger, Crisis

of~ Old Order, 283-285.

18

calling for a plank in the Democratic platform of 1932
advocating repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment.

Raskob's

action, if successful, would have split the party.

The

move was intended to embarrass Roosevelt in the Southern
states where he was already in a precarious position as a
moderate wet.

Had Raskob' s plank been approved by the Na-

cional Committee, Roosevelt would be looked on as a radical

w~t

who advocated repeal at all costs.

5

The attempt on the part of the Smith-Raskob forces to
force the issue of prohibition alarmed many Southern politicians who still had to contend with strong dry sentiment
in their home states.

Harry Byrd believed the National Com-

mittee had no right to formulate policies that bound the rank
6
and file of the party to a particular position.
William T.
Reed agreed with Byrd and thought any attempt to draw up a
platform a year before the convention was absurd.

7

Both sides in the didpute were unwilling to give in.

A pub-

lic fight over the issue appeared certain when the National
Committee convened.

5Farley,
6

Behind~ Ballots,

73-75.

Byrd to Reed, February 20, 1931, Reed Papers.

7Reed to Byrd, February 21, 1931, Ibid.
-

19

Byrd made his position clear in a speech before the
North Carolina Legislature on February

24,

1931.

He an-

nounced that he would oppose vigorously any attempt to fix
the party's position on prohibition at the March meeting of
the National Committee.

Byrd believed that the policies of

the party were traditionally the responsibility of the representatives of the people coming first from the precincts
and then through the state conventions to the national convention where the final policy decisions were made.

He fur-

ther warned that any violation of the principles of representation would divide the party. 8

Having publicly made his

position clear, Byrd then tried privately to head off the
coming fight.

Three days after his speech in North Carolina,

Byrd wrote Senator Carter Glass asking him to use his influence to persuade the Smith-Raskob combination from presenting their resolution.

He advised Glass that he under-

stood Jauett Shouse had proxies to vote from people who had
no idea how he was going to use them.

9

Shouse, a prime el-

ement in the Smith-Raskob group, was sure to use them to support the repeal resolution.

8New York Times, February 25, 1931.

--

9Harry F. Byrd to Carter Glass, February 27, 1931, Carter
Glass Papers, Alderman Library, University of Virginia.

20

William

r.

1

Reed, who still urged Byrd at every op-

portunity to become a candidate for the nomination, did
not want Byrd to take a position on the repeal resolution
that would bind him to any strong dry position.

Reed re-

minded Byrd that a referendum on the question of repeal of
the Eighteenth Amendment, such as Byrd had discussed with
him. was a solution that would leave the question to the
people and could not be objected to by the wets or the drys.
Reed also warned Byrd against letting the Virginia Congressional Delegation's opposition to Raskob's resolution put

10

him in a position where he could not propose a compromise.
Roosevelt, who had the most to lose from passage of the repeal resolution, wrote to Byrd expressing his concurrence
in Byrd 1 s position that the National Committee had no right
11
.
to dictate party po 1 icy.
The democratic National Committee met in Washington, D.C.
on March

5,

1931 and the much publicized platform pla.nk was put

before the Committee members.

The effect of the proposal would

have been to advocate repeal or modification of the Eighteenteenth

10
11

Reed to Byrd, March 2, 1931, Reed Papers.

Roosevelt to Byrd, March 2, 1931, Elliott Roosevelt
(ed.), F.D.R. : His Personal Letters, 19?8--194~ (2 vols.,
New York, 1950), I, 180.

21

Amendment so that the individual states would have had control over the liquor question.

The dry members of the Demo-

cratic party wanted to postpone the decision on the liquor
question at least until the convention.

Since public senti-

ment seemed to be moving toward repeal of prohibition, postponement would give tte dry politicians time to change their
positions in a graceful manner.

The resolution brought be-

fore the National Committee would have forced the issue pre12
maturely.
The ensuing fight over the introduction of the
resolution was harmful to party unity and might have been
avoided had the Committee simply accepted Raskob's resolution
13
for consideration without taking any action on it.
Raskob and Smith came to Washington with every intention
of forcing their platform resolution through
Committee.

the National

When the strength of opposition to the resolution

becarn.e apparent to Raskob and he learned that an emotional,
party' sha~tering fight would be required to pass the resolution,
he wanted to resign as Chairman of the National Committee and
be re-elected as a vote of confidence.

This development reach-

ed the ears of Franklin D. Roosevelt who immediately called

12 "Raskob' s Bcrc.b," Literarr. Digest, CVIII ( March 21,
1931), 8.

l3Reed to Byrd, March 7, 1931, Reed.Papers.

22

Byrd and said that if Byrd would oppose Raskob for Chairman, the Roosevelt forces would support him.

Byrd refused

to accept the o.ffer and Raskob calmed down and continued as
Chairman.

1

4

Byrd's acceptance of Roosevelt's offer would

have put him firmly in the Roosevelt camp.

Byrd was closer

to Roosevelt at this time than he was to Smith, but he would
not commit himself irrevocably to the Roosevelt campaign.
His actions were designed to prevent either side from forcing

the Democratic party into a position that would jeopardize
the chances for victory in 1932.

Byrd was convinced that

passage of the Raskob platfo:rrtn resolution

wcr~ld

have destroyed

the Democratic party in the South and weakened the party in
the election.

15

Byrd, fearing Raskob would try aeain at the

next National Committee meeting to have his resolution passed,
determined to resist the attempt "to the bitter end."

16

The next scheduled meeting of the Democratic National
Committee was set for January 8, 19)2. 17 The Roosevelt forces

14
Byrd to Reed, March 10, 1931, Ibid.
l5Byrd to Reed, March 31, 1931, Ibid.
16Byrd to Reed, March 27, 1931, Ibid.
17

Richmond Times DisEatch, January 9, 1932.

23

used the time between the meetings to conduct an earnest
search for political support and delegate votes.

James

Farley, Roosevelt's campaign manager, and Louis Howe, political strategist of the Roosevelt group, decided that
Farler's annual trip to the National Elks Convention would
be a good time to contact Democratic leaders across the
country and present Roosevelt's case to the local party officials.

Roosevelt, Howe, and Farley planned the trip to

cover eighteen states in nineteen days.

Farley would leave

New York June 29, 1931 and end his jaunt in Seattle, Washington where the Elks were holding their convention.

The

purpose of the trip was to head off as many favorite son
candidates as possible to prevent a deadlocked convention in
Chicago.

Farley met with 1,100 local and state party chair-

men and leaders in the West and Midwest.

In July, Farley

returned to New York exhausted but enthusiastic over the reception the party officials had given his endorsement of
Roosevelt.

18

Roosevelt was, at this time, out in front of any other
Democrat in the race for the nomination.

The only possible

opposition that could seriously threaten him was the Smith

18

Farley, Behind the Ballots, 81-87, and Schlesinger,
Crisis of the Old Order;-280-281.

-------

24

faction in the party.

Byrd, meanwhile, believed that the

Smith people were pushing too hard for the wet platform
resolution.

If they lost the fight, which was likely if

they sought a vote at the January, 1932 meeting of the National Committee, any effective opposition to Roosevelt on
their part would be ended and the party would be split over
19
the prohibition issue.
Raskob, in an attempt to determine party opinion on the
prohibition issue, sent out a questionnaire in November, 1931.
This query went to 90,000 contributors to Al Smith's 1928 cam20
.
paign.
The Richmond Times Dispatch was certain this would
produce a showdown on prohibition in the Democratic party.

21

Southern Democrats viewed the poll as one more attempt by
the Smith group to make prohibition the paramount issue in
1932.

As Southern party members saw it, the economic issues

were far more important and the Democrats should make these
the basis of the campaign against Hoover.

The Southerners

accused Raskob of continuing a fight that could split the
party. 22 After Raskob 1 s poll was out, the press began to

19Byrd to Reed, November 28, 1931, Reed Papers.
20Ricbmond Times Dispatch, November 23, 1931.
21 rbid., November

24,

1931.

22"Raskob' s Liquor Questionnaire," Literary Digest,
CXI (December 12, 1931), 8.
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call the upcoming National Committee meetinr.; a test of
strength between the Roosevelt and Smith factions.
meeting date drew near, many expected a fight. 2 3
On January

As the

5,

1932 Raskob mailed the results of his
24
po 11 t o the party officials.
The questionnaire mailed by
Raskob had gone to Democrats who contributed to

~l

Smith's

campaign and critics charged that the opinions expressed by
this segment of the party were certain to reflect their already known bias against prohibition.

The returns ran over-

whelmingly against prohibition and few of the responding
Democrats thought the party could ignore the prohibition issue
in 1932. 25 Armed with the results of his poll, it looked certain that Raskob would force the question on his platform
resolution at the January meeting of the National Cozmnittee.
Publicly, Raskob sent the results of his poll to party
leaders and gave every indication that he was prepared to
26
fight out the liquor issue in the National Committee.

23Richmond Times Dispatch, December

14,

1931.

2 4For results from Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina
see Appendix A.
25John J. Raskob to Party Officials, Liquor Poll enclosed,
January 5, 1932, John Garland Pollard, Executive Papers, Virginia State Library Archives.
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Privatoly, however, Raskob was havine; second thoughtn.

If

his proposal was defeated, it would appear that the Roosevelt
forces were in control of the party and any attempt to stop
his nomination would be more difficult than ever.

Byrd wrote

to William T. Recd on December 29, 1931 and revealed that
Raskob had phoned him and asked that he cane to New York for
consultation on the recommendations Raskob would make to the
27
National Committee.
Byrd went to New York on December 30,
1931 and met with Raskob.

When he returned to Winchester,

he expressed the opinion that Raskob would not press his demands for the National Committee to recommend platform planks
28
to the convention.
Whether Byrd was the one who changed
Raskob's mind is uncertain.

Since Raskob phoned Byrd and

asked for the meeting, it is likely that he was uncertain as
to what course to take and the meeting with Byrd convinced
him not to continue with his proposals.
Raskob's decision was leaked to the press on January 6
or January 7, 1932.

On the sixth the Richlnond Times Dispatch

was still of the opinion that Raskob's proposal to have the
National Committee recommend a home rule platform plank to

27Byrd to Reed, I'.ecember 29, 1931, Reed Papers.

28

Byrd to Reed, December,31, 1931, ~·

27

the convention would be brought up at tl::o meeting.

The

editor said the plan had many good points but would not be
29
the: "common ground" on which the party would unite.
The
next day, January 7, 1932, a news item called the Raskob
plan no good and, quoting local Democrats, gave credit to
Harry Byrd for engineering a compromise.

The Times Disnatch

further asked that the Democrats take no half way measures
and said the question was repeal or no repeal. 30

At the January 8, 1932 meeting of the Democratic National Committee Byrd made a motion to refer the prohibition quest.ion and other platform items to the na. tional convention without comment by the National Committee.

The motion carried

easily and a fight between the Smith and Roosevelt forces was
avoided.3l

The compromise was reached before the Committee

met and Byrd received the credit for it.

His attempts to

bring about the party harmony neened to win in 1932 enhanced
32 The National Committee
his reputation in party circles.
I 33
selected Chicago as its convention city and adjourned.

29 Ricbmond Times Dispatch, January 6, 1932.
3oibid., January 7, 1932.
3 1 Ibid., January 10, 1932.
32rbid., January 9 and 11, 1932.
33Farley, Behind~ Ballots, 93.
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The Arrane;ements Committee for the 1932 Convention, an
arm of the Democratic National Committee, was to meet in
Chicago April 4, 1932 and choose a temporary chairman for
the convention.

The position was one of importance since

the temporary chairman would give the keynote speech and
set the tone for the convention.

The Smith forces wanted

Jouett Shouse to have the position.

Raskob and Smith rep-

resented the more conservative, big business interests in
the party and were anxious to keep the more progressive
Roosevelt group from gaining control ofthe national convention. 34

The Roosevelt faction was just as determined to

have Alben Barkley of Kentucky as temporary chairman and
keynoter.35

The division of the two groups placed Byrd in

a spot where he woulq·most likely have to take sides with

one group or the other.

Up to this point, Byrd's position

had been difficult to determine.

Some papers thought he was

allied with the financial interests in the party who opposed
36
I
Roosevelt.
Others were sure Byrd had been supporting the
Roosevelt people while managing to remain neutral in outward
appearance only.

These observers felt that Byrd, who had

34rbia., io3-b4.
35Byrd to Reed, March 26, 1932, Reed Papers.
36Portsmouth Star, April

4, 1932.

29

been a candidate for the nomination himself since January
of 1932, would be hurting his own chances if he continued
to support the Roosevelt moves' in the pre-convention contests. 37
As the Arrangements Committee met in Chicago on April

4,

1932, the Smith forces, as expected, urged ShouS'e for

temporary chairman.

The Roosevelt supporters pushed Barkley

for the position and stalled for time, hoping to gain votes
for their choice.

To break the deadlock and to prevent a

permanent split in the party, Byrd put a compromise motion
before the Cornmittee.3

8 Byrd had said openly that he was

for Shouse, certainly a break with the Roosevelt people.
When Byrd arrived in Chicago he found members of the Committee
who had pledged to vote for Shouse asking to be released from
their pledges.

This was serious for the Smith-Raskob forces

'·
since the Arrangements Committee had been appqinted
by Raskob
and its members were supposed to be favorable to Shouse.
Byrd then realized that Shouse would be defeated.
this would be bad for the party.

He knew

It would make the conflict

in the party a matter of wide public comment since it would

37 Richmond Times Dispatch, April 3, 1932.

3 8Farley, Behind the Ballots, 104.

30

appear that "Shouse and Raskob, who had stood by the party
following the dark days of our defeat of 1928, were being
kicked do'Wn the backstairs. 1139
When Byrd saw the developments that had taken place, he
decided··:·: to introduce his compromise.
the

mat~er

.

Shouse wanted to bring

to a vote but Byrd persuaded him not to do so.

Byrd later informed William T. Reed that the Committee members
had talked more openly to him than to Shouse and he was positive of Shouse 1 s impending defeat if a vote was called.

Byrd's

compromise was to allow Barkley to become temporary chairman
and keynoter and to recommend Shouse to the convention as
permanent chairman.

The compromise was discussed for some

time by both sides.4°

While the discussion went back and

forth, Roosevelt telephoned his supporters and declared that
the Arrangements Committee had no power to recommend a permanent chainnan to the convention.

The Byrd compromise was

changed and. the word "commend" was substituted for "recommend".
The compromise was passed in this form and the controversy
1
was ended for the time being.4
Depending on their point of view, some people saw the

3 9Byrd to Reed, April 5, 1932, Reed Papers.

41Farley, Behind~

Ballots,

104.

__ j
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compromise as a defeat for Roosevelt, and others saw it as
2
a victory because Barkley would be temporary chairman.4
The indications for Byrd were important.

It was obvious that

he had been in opposition to Roosevelt's candidate.

Byrd

managed to arrange a compromise, but the compromise would not
last through the convention where the chairmanship battle was
renewed.
Shortly after the April 4 meeting of the Arrangements
Committee, the Roosevelt forces decided to carry out their
original plan to support someone other than Shouse for permanent chairman.

They questioned whether a paid employee

of the party should preside over delegates chosen by the
people.

Shouse was part of the Smith-Raskob group trying to

block Roosevelt's nomination.

Shouse, Roosevelt's group

charged, let personal feelings interfere with his work in
the party and they feared he would do the same as chairman
of the convention.

The Roosevelt people wanted Senator

Thomas J. Walsh of Montana as permanent chairman.

Walsh had

exposed the Teapot .Dome Scandal and had chaired the 1928
Democratic convention with integrity.
ing held in Hyde Park June

42Byrd

5,

At a strategy meet-

1932 the Roosevelt forces

to Reed, April 6, 1932, Reed Papers, and Richmond
Times Dispatch, April 6, 1932.

32

decided to carry the battle to the convention and Walsh,
who was present, agreed to try for the job.43
The nature of the Byrd-Roosevelt relationship was the
subject of much speculation for some time before the events
that took place in the Arrangements Committee meeting.

Byrd

and Roosevelt were personal friends for some years before 1932.
One of the first to know for sure that Roosevelt would run for
president in 1932, Byrd learned of Roosevelt's intentions
when his mother and brother, Tom returned from a visit to
Albany and said that Roosevelt indicated to them he would
seek the office.41+

By early 1932, when Byrd launched his own

campaign for the nomination, the Roosevelt people were urging
him to join their efforts.

Homer

s.

Cunningham, one of

Roosevelt's managers, announced that Roosevelt would like to
have Byrd on the Democratic ticket as his vice-presidential
candidate.

Roosevelt felt Byrd would balance the ticket as

a dry Southerner.

He also felt Byrd would help keep down

factionalism in the party.

45

When it became obvious that Byrd would go his own way

4 3Farley, Behind the Ballots, 105-107.
l.JJ+Byrd to Reed, June 30, 1930, Reed Papers.
45Richmond Times Dispatch, February 19, 1932.
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the Roosevelt people left Virginia to her own ends, hoping
to pick up the state aftev the first few ballots in the

6

convention.4

Byrd was careful not to allow his name to be

closely connected with Roosevelt's even before he started
his own campaign in January 1932.

In early October of 1931,

Roosevelt was in Virginia for the Yorktown Sesquicentennial
Celebration.

Virginia Congressman Thomas G. Burch and State

Senator W. A. Garrett talked with Roosevelt while he was in
Virginia and then told the press that Harry Byrd was a "popular native son" but that no effort was being made to put
him before the convention.

Both agreed that Roosevelt was

the logical choice "for the nomination. n47

Five days later,

Burch, who was.a political ally of Byrd, released a statement
to the press saying he was misquoted about Roosevelt and that
8
Virginia would back Byrd if he became a candidate.4 .
Privately, Byrd was questioning his friends about their
attitude toward his candidacy.

Senator Carter Glass favored
49
Virginia Democrats endorsing Byrd for president.
Byrd had

46rbia., February 17, 1932.
47rbia., October 16, 1931.
4Sibid., October 21, 1931.
49 Glass to James P. McConnell, November 17, 1931.
Glass Papers.
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been considered a supporter of Roosevelt by the Roosevelt
workers and in the early phases of Roosevelt's campaign
participated in the strategy meetings of the inner council.
As the Smith forces became more active in opposing Roosevelt,
and the chance of a deadlocked convention arose, Byrd drifted
toward the anti-Roosevelt side.

The possibility of the nomi-

nation going to a dark-horse candidate probably influenced
Byrd's decision.

50

Publicly, Byrd tried to maintain the ap-

pearance of neutrality.

Beginning with the Arrangements

Committee meeting in April, 1932, Byrd sided with the Smith
forces on nearly every question and managed to appear to be
working for party harmony at the same time.
from Roosevelt was deliberate.

The move away

In late December of 1931,

William T. Reed and Frederic Scott, a Richnond financial
expert and president of a stock brokerage firm, advised Byrd
that they thought it was time for him to "draw away from
Franklin D. Roosevelt."

51

Byrd allowed his friends to start his own campaign in
January of 1932, following closely his decision to separate
from the Roosevelt forces.

This does not mean that Byrd

50Farley, ,Behind the Ballots, 75.

51 Reed

to Byrd, December 24, 1931, Reed Papers.
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backed the Smith forces to the hilt.

He played more of a

waiting game, maneuvering to see that the party did not
split, and at the same time his own campaign kept his name
before the public.
be available.

If the convention deadlocked, Byrd would

CHAPTER III
THE BYRD CAMPAIGN FOR THE
iDE:MOOR:ATr.re; PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION OF 1932
The publicity campaign designed to promote Harry Byrd
for the Democratic nomination started, with Byrd's permission, on January 20, 1932.

Shortly before the publicity

campaign started, the Virginia General Assembly passed a
resolution endorsing Byrd for president and calling on him
to run for that office.

1

Roy Flannagan, a reporter for the

Richmond News Leader and supporter of Harry Byrd, mailed
copies of the General Assembly resolution to Democrats across
the nation.

2

This was the first of many thousands of pieces

of mail sent out to promote Byrd's candidacy.
Flannagan wanted to work for the Byrd campaign and asked
William T. Reed to urge John Stewart Bryan,

publisher of

1 Reed to Henry Breckinridge, January 19, 1932, Reed Papers.
2

Roy Flannagan to Reed, January 2?, 1932, Ibid.
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the Richmond News Leader, to give his approval for Flannagan's
continued association with the Byrd campaign. 3

As the Byrd

campaign organized, the first Byrd-for-President Club appeared in Kentucky.4

The next day, Reed, who was the driving

force behind the Byrd campaign, gave Roy Flannagan perrnission to issue a public statement that Byrd publicity headquarters had opened in Richmond, financed by Reed and some of
Byrd's other friends. 5 The name for a committee to handle
the campaign and correspondence was suggested to Byrd and Reed
by Flannagan.

They approved the name and the organization was
6
known as the Virginia Byrd Committee.
To avoid hard feelings that might have resulted if a
committee was appointed and some important person was left
out, Byrd suggested that no "committee in fact" be created.

7

Roy Flannagan was secretary of the campaign, and with Reed's
financial support, the two of them did most of the work of the

3Flannagan to Reed, January 30, 1932, Ibid.

~reckinridge to Reed, February 1, 1932, Ibid.
5Reed to Byrd, February 2, 1932, Ibid, and Appendix C.

6Flannagan to Reed, February

5,

1932, Ibid.

?Flannagan to Reed, February 8, 1932, Ibid.
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Virginia Byrd Committee.

Publicity was the primary ob-

jective of the campaign.

If Byrd was to have a chance

for the nomination, his name would have to be kept constantly before the public.

.Flannagan made every effort to
8
see that Byrd got nationwide press coverage.
Byrd was en-

couraged by the initial response to the campaign. 9

The

clipping service hired by the Virginia Byrd Committee daily
sent up to six hundred clippings to headquarters taken from
10
papers all over the nation.
The Virginia Byrd Committee also made wj.de use of the
mails to inform a number of people around the country.

Mrs.

J. K. Bowman of Richmond, National President of the American
Federation of Business and Professional Women, provided a
11
list of important women in business.
Reed asked Justice
Louis· Epps of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals to write
his friends in the legal profession and encourage them to
support Byra:

2

In carefully prepared letters, Flannagan asked

all of the living alumni, residing outside Virginia of the

8

Reed to Byrd, February 13, 1932, Ibid.

9

Byrd to Reed, Pebruary 27, 1932, Ibid.

lO

Flannagan to Reed, ApriJ 21, 1932, Ibid.

11

Flannagan to Reed, February 2, 1932, Ibid.

12
Reed to Epps, February 8, 1932, Ibid.

39
University of Virginia, William and Mary and Virginia Military Institute to help the Byrd campaign. 13 In conjunction
with the mailing done in Richmond, friends of Byrd in other
states provided by mail Byrd campaign materials to their
acquaintances.

Estes Kefauver, who was living in Chattanooga,

Tennessee at the time, mailed large amounts of Byrd literature to people in that state.

1

4

John Garland Pollard, Gover-

nor of Virginia and nominal chairman of the Virginia Byrd
Committee, sent a packet of campaign material to the women's
editor of the Southern Planter where Westmoreland Davis was
sure to disregard it or, if possible, use the material against
Byrd in his magazine. 1 5 Thomas B. Stanley, a furniture manufacturer and future Governor of Virginia, had his salesmen
all over the nation mention the Byrd candidacy whenever they
had the opportunity.16
One of Byrd's most helpful out of state supporters was

l3Flannagan to Byrd, March

14virginia

14, 1932, Ibid.

Byrd Committee Financial Statement, undated,

Ibid.

15John

Pollard to Ella Agnew, undated letterin Westmoreland Davis Papers, Alderman Library, University of Virginia, and Southern Planter, XCIII (March 1, 1932), 8-10,
and (May 1, "1932), 6.

16

Stanley to Reed, March 18, 1932, Reed Papers.
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his friend Henry Breckinridge.

Breckinridge was born in

Kentucky and practised law in New York City.

He served

in Wilson's administration as Assistant Secretary of War
from 1913 to 1916.

17

Breckinridge was a great help in

the Byrd campaign, providing an outlet in New York for
,Byrd campaign literature and introductions to influential
publishers and politicians on the national level.

Breck-

inridge started urging Reed to use his influence with Byrd
to get a campaign started as early as October of 1931.
Breckinridge gave Byrd's messages and speeches to his many
friends in New York before there was any certainty:' that
18
Byrd would be an active candidate.
One of the first indications that Byrd was considering a campaign for the Democratic nomination was his agreement with Reed to send Breck19
inridge copies of his speeches and messages.
Breckinridge
urged Byrd to send representatives out to present his qualifications for office to political leaders in other states.
Breckinridge helped the campaign for Byrd in public

1 7Richmond Times Dispatch, December 14, 1931.

18

Breckinridge to Reed, October 2, 1931, Reed Papers.

1 9Byrd to Reed, October
20

8, 1931, Ibid.

Reed to Byrd, February 19, 1932, Ibid.

20

in addition to what he did privately.

As a former Assistant

Secretary.of War, Breckinridge's formal endorsement of Byrd
for president was itself worth considerable publicity.

On

June 6; 1932, Breckinridge released to the press a well written, ·firm endorsement of Byrd for president.

The statement

emphasized Byrd's record as governor, Virginia's good financial. position, Byrd's success as a farmer and business man, and
the need for the Democrats to nominate a strong candidate such
21
as Byrd.
The newspapers carried the endorsement and many
added. favorable editorial comments.

The Portsmouth Star

cal·led the announcement effective and noted that Breckinridge
.
. New York and Kentucky. 22 Th e Roanoke
was h e 1 ping
Byrd in
Times thought the endorsement gave a true portrait of Byrd's
abilities and that its style was dignified and not pleading.

23

Breckinridge 1 s endorsement was the last Byrd received before
the national convention met.

The endorsement by the General

Assembly was one oftb.B···.rirst and in effect started Byrd• s public campaign for the nomination of his party.

21

Others included

copy of endorsement by Henry Breckinridge, June 6,
1932, Ibid.
22
23

Portsmouth Star, June 6, 1932.
Roanoke Times, June 7, 1932.
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Senator Carter Glass and Governor John Garland Pollard.
The Senate-House joint resolution endorsing Byrd for
president passed the General Assembly January

14,

1932.

The

resolution stressed Byrd's ability to promote teamwork among
the various branches of government and his executive ability.

2

4

In his reply to the General Assembly, Byrd gave a non-committal answer and expressed a desire only for what was best
for the party and nation.

25

Senator T., Russell Cather of

Winchester introduced the resolution which carried unanimously.

26

The Virginia papers reacted favorably to the ac-

tion of the General Assembly, but the Roanoke Times warned
that the prospects of entering the White House were not bright
for a Southerner.

27

The Richmond Times Dispatch commented

that the endorsement was more than a "complimentary gesture"
and that the people of Virginia had faith in Byrd's ability.

28

The resolution was the work of Byrd's most enthusiastic backer,
William T. Reed.

24Journal

Reed started out to get each member of the

of the Senate of Virginia,

1932 (Richmond,

1932), 20-21.
2

5Ibid., 21.

26
New York Times, January

27

Roanoke Times, January

15, 1932.
15, 1932.

28 Richmond Times Disnatch, January

15, 1932.
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General Assembly to sign a resolution asking Byrd to run for
the nomination.

When this proved to be too much of a task,

Reed waited until the General Assembly convened on January
13, 1932 and then, though not a legislator himself, had the

. 1 ature. 29
en d orsemen t passe d b y th e f u 11 Legis
The endorsement of the General Assembly and the insignificance of any opposition to Byrd in Virginia gave him a
secure politic al base from which to launch his national campaign.

Byrd would have to gain much more out of state support

if he was to run an effective campaign.

The Virginia Congres-

siona.l delegation in Washington had to be won to the Byrd candidacy and their support would have to be active if Byrd was
to build a large delegate count before the convention.
In early February, 1932, the Democrats of the Virginia
Congressional delegation issued a statement that they concurred in the resolution passed by the General Assembly endorsing Byrd.

They praised Byrd and predicted he

wou~d

get

a "high degree 11 of cooper:ation from the Congress if elected
30
president.
In all, the two Senators and nine Democratic

29

30

Reed to Breckinridge, December 28, 1931, Reed Papers.

Copy of undated endorsement of Byrd by Virginia
Congressional Delegation, Ibid.

Representatives siGned the statement for Byrd.

The lone

dissenter was Virginia's only Republican Representative,
31
Mcnalcus Lankford of Norfolk.
The statement from Virginia's Congressman came at a time when Byrd's chances for
the nomination were increased by Al Smith's announcement
that he would accept the Democratic nomination.

Smith said

he would not seek delegate support and would be available
only if the convention called him.

The political observers

of the time thought Smith's announcement made certain a convention deadlock between Roosevelt and Smith, forcing it to
2
turn to a dark horse candidate.3
The fact that the Virginia Congressmen endorsed Byrd
did not mean that they gave him the kind of support that
furthered his chances for the nomination.

Congressman

Thomas Burch of Martinsville and Congressman Clifton Woodrum
of Roanoke were the only Representatives who promoted Byrd
33
with any enthusiasm.
Reed was considerably upset by the
suggestion of Byrd for vice-president made by Senator Claude

31
Richmond Times Dispatch, February 8, 1932, and Roanoke
February 9, 1932, and Biographical Directory of the
American Congress, 177!+-1961 (Washington, 1961), 591-:- -

Time~,

32
33

Richmond Times Dispatch, February 9, 1932.
Reed to Woodrum, February 27, 1932, Reed Papers.
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Swanson and Petorsbur3 Rcpresentntive Pat Drewry.

Rood

thought such talk did more hnrm than a clear attack on Byrd
could ever do.

He believed this was an indirect wn.y for

Drewry and Swanson to indicate their favor of someone else
34
for the nomir.ation.
Senator Carter Glass was more helpful in Virginia than at the national level.35

Glass knew

Virginia would support Byrd in the national convention and
36
he was not adverse to the prospect.
According to his
secretary, Rixey Smith, Glass was in favor of

~ewton

D.

Baker as his first choice for president and supported Byrd
as his second choice. 37 If this was true Glass concealed his
feelings, for he agreed to place Byrd in nomination at the
convention and Glass was one of the first men to publicly
suggest Byrd for president.3 8 One of Byrd's most serious
handicaps was the lack of real support from Virginia Congressmen.

Reed thought Byrd's chances for tho nomination would

double if the Virginia Congressmen showed more enthusiasm for

34
Reed to Byrd, Hay 23, 1932, Ibid.
35
Byrd to Reed, Hay 3, 1932, Ibid.
6
3 Glass to William H. Hale, November 19, 1931, Glass
Papers.
37 Rixey Smith and No.r-;nan Beasley, Carter Gln.sa (New York,

1939)
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his candidacy.

39

Byrd also had other problems in gaining support for
his candidacy.

Shortly before he consented to become a

candidate, he flew to Hew York with Charles Lindbergh to

4
.
po l i"t.ics wi'th Henry Brec k'inri. d ge. o
d iscuss

1

·Jh'i l e Byr d

~

was in New York, the Richrnond News Leader, headed by John
Stewart Bryan, published an editorial urging the Democrats
to nominate Newton D. Bqker, a resident of Ohio and former
Secretary of War under Wilson.

The editorial caused some

excitement because many people thought Bryan was speaking for
Byrd.

A quick investigation revealed that the editorial had

not been inspired or approved by Byrd.

41

Byrd thought the

editorial ruined any good effect his trip to New York had in
the press.

42

Reed advised Byrd to be sure to inform Baker

that John Stewart Bryan was no influence in Virginia politics
and could not deliver the Virginia vote in the convention.4
Baker, a

39

~ong

time advocate of the League of Nations,

Reed to Byrd, April 30, 1932, Reed Papers.

4oRich~ond

Times Disnatch, December 15, 1931.

LLl
· ~York Times, December 16, 1931.

42

Byrd to Reed, December 16, 1931, Reed Papers.

43Reed

to Byrd, December 28, 1931, Ibid.

3

47

had recently reversed his position on the Loaguo.

Somo

interpreted this as the beginnine of his crunpnign for the
Democratic nomination. 44

Baker did not do any serious cam-

paigning, but Bryan continued to speak favorably of him in
tho

~Leader.

In a talk with Bryun on December 31, 1931,

the editor assurod Recd that he supported Harry Byrd's candidacy.

He thought, in fact, that the editorials in his

paper were helping stop the Roosevelt gains and would aid

Byrd in the convention.45

Of course, tho Byrd people dis-

asreed, and the editorials favorable to Baker continued.
After the General Assembly endorsed Byrd, Bryan published a
long editorial in which he agreed that all Virginians supported Byrd.

He then went on to give a number of reasons why

it was unlikely that Byrd would win the nomination, and in
that case the Virginia vote int:ne convention should be switch-

.

ad to Newton D. Baker.

46

Byrd, along with other

c~ndidatos

for the Democratic

no:r.inn.tion, faced the po·..rn:-ful Roosevelt forces who built
up an early lead in the race for convention votes.

44

"Der::.ocrn~ic

1 7 J 19 32) '

Reed

Light Ho:-ses," iicw Ronublic, LXX (February

5.

45rteed to Byrd, January 1, 1932, Reed Papers.
46Richrnond News Leader, January 15, 1932.

48

confessed that he was unable to understand the Roosevelt
magic.

None of Reed 1 s friends in the business world fa-

vored Roosevelt, yet he seemed to have "a wonderful hold
on the political leaders in nearly every state. 1147

Byrd

thought the public was demanding politicians who were progressive in outlook and Roosevelt had shrewdly cultivated a

.

prograssi ve image •

48

The Byrd people were disappointed when

Roosevelt gained the Tennessee delegates at the state convention.

Cordell Hull, a Roosevelt supporter, went before

the Tennessee convention and demanded the delegates for
9
A• w·11·
Roosevelt and got them. 4
i
is Ro b er t son, n·irec t or o f
the

Virgi~ia

Game Commission and soon to be elected to the

House of Representatives, believed that in normal times the
business interests could have stopped Roosevelt.

In 1932,

however, it was not enough for business to be opposed to a
candidate, for business had proved itself to be as confused

. 50

as everyone else over the trend of the economy.

4?Reed to Byrd,

48

Ap~il 7, 1932,

Reed Papers.

Byrd to Reed, Hay 14, 1932, Ibid.

49Reed to Byrd, June 13, 1932, Ibid.

50 Robertson

to Reed, June 1, 1932, Ibid.

49

Robertson was sure Byrd's only chance for the nomi51
nation lay in a deadlocked convention.
Virginians gave
little thought to a second choice for the nomination.

Vir-

ginia would not support Roosevelt unless Byrd's situation in
the national convention becrunc hopeless, and then it was not
certain the delegation would switch to Roosevelt.

52

Those

Virginians who did not want Roosevelt felt that the ·west and
South supported them and could not understand why Byrd did
not gain more delegates in those areas.53
In addition to the strength of the Roosevelt campaign,
Byrd had to contend with the behind-the-scenes attempts of
the Smith forces to make him part of a stop-Roosevelt movement.

Jouett Shouse met with Byrd in New York, January

24,

1932, and urged Byrd to enter his name in the upcoming
Pennsylvania primary against Roosevelt.

Shouse wanted Byrd

to run as a dry so that he would gain the fifteen or twenty
delegates in the agricultural regions of Pennsylvania that
Smith would be unable to take from

51

Ibid.

52 Lynchbur~
53

~oosevelt.

News, June 11, 1932.

Roanoke Times, May 21, 1932

Breckinridge,

50

who was present with Byrd and Shouse, was against the plan.
Byrd agreed with Breckinridge and saw the plan as another
attempt to link his name with the Smith group in a stopRoosevelt movement.54

Byrd's refusal to join in Shouse's

scheme was consistent with his independent course designed to
prevent party division.
Byrd made a number of speeches during the period from
January to June, 1932.

The three that drew the most attention

in the press were addresses outlining his position on major
issues facing the Democrats in 1932.

In his speech before the

Kentucky Legislature February 18, 1932, Byrd gave his position
on economic issues.

His Jefferson Day speech before the par-

ty hierarchy in Washington on April 13, 1932 warned the party
against the influence of organized minorities and presented
his plan for deciding the prohibition issue.

Byrd traveled

to Philadelphia on 1-Iay 18, 1932 to address the Democratic
·women's Luncheon Club of that city.

In that talk he sum-

marized his views on the major issues and suggested a plan
of action for the Democratic party.
In Byrd's Kentucky address, he was especially critical

54
Byrd to Reed, January 23, 1932, Reed Papers.

51

of tho Hawley-Smoot •rn.riff of 1930.55

The Hawley-Smoot
'

Tariff instituted the highest tariff rates tho nation hnd
ever knoi-m. 5b

Byrd condemned American industry for sup-

porting a tariff that

destroye~

trade and then moving in-

. dus trial plants abroad to escape its effects.

The tariff

placed an unusual hardship on farmers who could not move
their means of production to escape the effects of the
tariff.

England, with a traditional policy of free trade,

was forced to increase protection as a result of A...·1wrica 1 s
Hawley-Smoot Tariff.

Byrd believed it would be impossible

for Europe to pay her American debts if the tariff continued
and trade was restricted.

He also warned that the strangu-

lation of trade by 8conomic war often led to a shooting war.5 7
Byrd

recor:i.~ended

the reduction of government expenses

as the surest way to bring economic relief to the people.
He did not mean a reduction in essential services of government, rather a simplification of government with an increase

55Harry F. Byrd, "The Tariff and Acricultural Prosperity:
Specific Suggestions for Tax Relief," reprinted Kentucky
Legislative Address of ?ebruary 18, 1932 (Virginia Byrd Committee, 1932), 2.
~'lith

56D ixon
·
i/
~
/ ec ..... e;r-, r.r
1nc ,,p;e
1941 (New York, 19~8), 21.

f

t'

~ ~

Grca-c. Dc-:::iression,
.
1929-

5? 11 The Tariff and Agricultural Prosperity, 11 2-5.
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in efficiency.

Excessive taxes and regulation were, in

Byrd's view, harming the economy.
Farm Board as a complete failure.

He condemned the Federal

58

This agency was created

by the Hoover administration to buy farm surplus and thereby
support prices.

The task was impossible as domestic markets

collapsed and foreign markets disappeared.

Farm income in
9
1932 dr•opped to one half of what it had been in 1929.5
Byrd's Kentucky speech was a reiteration of views he
had held for some time.

His ovm apple business had been hurt

when twenty nations that previously had no import restrictions
on apples took offense at tho Hawley-Smoot Tariff and limited
.
60
apple imports.
His criticism of the Hawley-Smoot Tariff
was consistent with statements issued by the Bureau of Pub61
licity of the Democratic National Cornmittee.
Byrd was
also a longtime advocate of economy in government and held
the view that the people were not able to pay more taxes in
62
their 11 day of distress.n

5Sibid.,

4-7.

59

John D. Hicks, Renublican Ascendancy, 1921-l...2JJ (New
York, 1960:) 264.
60

Byrd to Glass, May 24, 1932, Glass Papers.

61 Thomas

s. Barclay, "The Bureau of Publicity of the
Democratic National Committee, 1930-1932," American Political
Science Review, XXVII, 1 (February, 1933), 64-.
62

Byrd to Reed, June 1, 1932, Reed Papers.
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The Richmond papers gave the Kentucky speech a good
reception and predicted it would increase Byrd's national
63
prestige.
Reed was pleased with the favorable press and
with the reception Byrd was giv9n by the people in Kentucky. 64

Byrd had indeed made a sound presentation of his

views without presenting any partisan appeal for political
support.

There were no sensational revelations in the

speech and no statements that would indicate a preference
for any particular faction in the party.
The Democratic Women's Luncheon Club or Philadelphia
listened to Byrd outline a plan or action for the Democratic
party on May 18~ 1932.

He said the party platform should be

clear and concise and not engage in condemnation of the Republicans.

Furthermore, it should contain a restatement of

the party's loyalty to the principles of Thomas Jefferson.
A clear program for the rehabilitation of American business
was also necessary.

The control of government by vocal mi-

norities had to be ended.

The tariff was for revenue pur-

poses only and the Democrats must lower it and arrange for
reciprocal trade agreements.

The methods of aiding the

63 Richmond Times Dispatch, February 19, 1932.

64Reed

to Byrd, February 19, 1932, Reed Papers.

54
farmer should be clearly stated in the platform.

Finally,

the platform should declare that tho people be allowed to
vo t e on pro h i•b•t•
i ion. 65
The New York Times reported the speech as an appeal for
66 B d .
a straightforward Democratic platform.
yr was encourage d
67
by the favorable reaction to his address.
While in Philadelphia, Byrd refused to promise a peaceful Democratic convent ion but did predict that no candidate would divide the
68
Democratic party.
Again, Byrd avoided partisan politics
and limited his talk to the issues.
Byrd remained quiet on the prohibition issue with the exception of his opposition to Raskob 1 s attempt to force his wot
platform plan resolution through, the Democratic National Committee.

Byrd was recognized.as a dry and dry Southern Demo-

crats were not expected to favor any change in prohibition.

65

69

Harry F. Byrd, 11 A Constructive Damocratic Programme,"
reprint of address before Democratic Women 1 s Club of Philadelphia, May 18, 1932 (Virginia Byrd Committee, 1932).

66 New Yorl{ Tiraes, I1ay 19, 1932.

67
68

Planna.Gan to Reed, Hay 21, 1932, Reed Pape rs.
New

York Time!"::, Hay 19, 1932.

69
Wayne C. Williams, "A Dry Democrat Looks Forward,"
Christian Century, XLVIII, 39 (September 30, 1931), 1208.

55
Discontent with prohibition grew and populnr opinion refleeted nn increase in opposition to continuing with the
70
Eighteenth A.mendmcnt.
The American Legion, American
Bar Association, American 'Medical Association, and the
American Federation of Labor passed resolutions calling for
.
h Amendment. 7l
a re f erendurn on repea 1 of t h e Eighteent

Th e

Virginia Association Against the Eighteenth Amendment was
formed in late 1931.

The purpose of the organization was

to get the prohibition question to the polls where they
were certain the people would end the long dry spell.
Founders of the organization were General W. H. Cocke of
Claremont, former State Senator

c.

O'Connor Goolrick of

Fredericksburg, State Senator James Barron of Norfolk, and
72
John B. Minor of Richmond.
Virginia opinion was turning
away from the tenets of Bishop

C~nnon,

and many citizens

anxiously awaited the Cavalier sound of pop?ing corks.
The

~ ~

73

Times surveyed the views of eight Demo-

crats most frequently mentioned for the nomination and found
the majority of them against prohibition.

70

The Times took

See appendix B.

71R.
,
d Times Disuntch, September 26, 1931.
• lCtlt"':lOn

7 2Ricnr.ion
. .
d Times
Disnatch, October 27, 1931.
73 see appendix B.
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note of Byrd's silence on prohibition and based its analysis of him as a.dry on .the fact that Byrd always voted
dry and was personally a teetoteler.

The Times thought

Byrd was reasonable about prohibition, as opposed to the
74
radical or professional drys.
Byrd then was considering
a speech calling for a referendum on prohibition and privately solicited the opinions of other Democrats on his pro75
posal.
Positive the issue of prohibition would have to
be faced, Reed advised Byrd to break his silence with a first
class statement that would attract national attention.7 6
Byrd had serious doubts about publicly calling for a referendum.

He considered the principle of the referendum as the

correct approach to prohibition, but· to change his dry repu· . 1 step. 77
. po 1 itica
tation by open 1 y ca 11 ing for one was a b ig
The Jefferson Day gathering took place at the Willard
Hotel in Washington, D.C. on April 13, 1932.

Byrd repeated

much of what he said in the Kentucky speech and used material
he would employ later in Philadelphia.

74

New York Times,
--

The sensational pro-

Nn.rch 13, 1932.

75
Byrd to Reed, l\pril 1, 1932, Reed Papers.
76

Reed to Byrd, April 7, 1932, Ibid.

-

77 Byrd to Reed, April 11, 1932, Ibid.

-
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hibition statement took up three pages of the nine page
speech.

78

Byrd reminded his audience that he voted for

a prohibition referendum when he served in the Virginia
Senate.

He declared himself forever opposed to the evils

of the saloon and did not personally call for an end to
prohibition.

Byrd proposed an amendment to the Consti-

tution to be approved by referendum on the same day in all
states with only the referendum question on the ballot.
The original amendment would modify the Eighteenth Amendment so that Congress could then submit the question of
repeal or modification of the Eighteenth Amendment to the
people.

Two referendum questions would be required, both

to be approved by three-fourths of the states before the
amendments would go into effect.
that

wry~ld

Byrd opposed any plan

allow individual states to decide the prohi-

bition question.

Byrd

st~ted

that the

referendu.~s

were the

only way the people could make their own views known and
he opposed approval of the

~~endments

by state legislatures

or state conventions.7 9
Roy Flannagan, who expected considerable reaction to
Byrd 1 s speech, arranged for all of the Washington news-

78Typescript
.
April 13, 1932,

79 rbid.

copy of Byrd's Jefferson Day Address,

~·
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paper correspondents to have copies of the speech in time
for the story to reach tho early editions of their papers.

80

The New York Times, however, was of the opinion that outside
Virginia Byrd's plan would cause little sensation.

In Vir-

ginia, where Bishop Cannon had held power for many years,
the Timos called the speech a major political event.

81

Huch

or tho sensation was taken from Byrd's speech when Al Smith
used the Jefferson Day rally to engage in a strong attack
against Roosevelt, declaring that he now actively opposed
Roosevelt.

In an obvious reference to Roosevelt,

~mith

de-

plored attempts by demagogues to set the poor against the
82
rich.
Byrd complained that the Smith attack on Roosevelt

.

robbed him of the headlines.

83

Virginia Congressmen displayed a mixed reaction to
Byrd's prohibition plan.

Congressman Pat Drewry of Peters-

burg, while claiming to support Byrd for president, labeled
the prohibition plan as "utterly wrong. 118 4 Three other members of the delegation were against Byrd's plan but refused

80

Flannagan to Reed, April 12, 1932, Ibid.

81 New York Times, April 14, 1932.
82 Ricr.rnond Times Dispatch, April

14,

1932.

83Byrd to Reed, April 15, 1932, Reed Papc~s.

84

Richmond Times Disnatch, April 15, 1932.
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to be quoted in the newspaper because they did not want
to embarrass Byrd, whom they supported for president. 85
Carter Glass was not enthusiastic about Byrd's proposal
but supported it as an alternative to direct repeal.
C. O'Connor Goolrick opposed Byrd's
on two grounds.

prohibi~ion

86
plan

He thought it was a radical departure from

the usual method of ratifying a.m.endmen ts to the Constitution
by state legislature or state convention vote.

Goolrick was

impatient to resolve the issue and believed Byrd's plan
would cause too much delay with two referendums involvea.

87

The Norfolk Virginian-Pilot looked on Byrd's proposal as
being "thoroughly rnuddled 11 and suggested that if it was the
best Byrd could do he should do nothing.

88

The Lynchburg

News was sure the drys would like the delays involved and
would not like the end result of the ·referendums. 89 Arna.zed
at Byrd's change of position, the Portsmouth Star guessed
that James Barron, a Byrd supporter, told Byrd he would

85Ibid.

86

Byrd to Reed, Huy 3, 1932, Reed Pnpors.

8 7R.
.
' T"i.."Ties
. icnmona

n·ispa.,c
. . h. . ,

June 3, 1932 •

88

norfolk Vir0inian-?ilot, April 14, 1932.

89

Lynchburg News, April 16, 1932.
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fn.co opposition in tho 3t11te Democratic convention unless
he changed his position on prohibition.

90

The Richmond

Nows Leader gavo an unenthusiastic review of the Byrd plan
and wont on to praise Newton D. Baker's speech before the
Jefferson Day crowd.

91

With these few exceptions, Byrd's views on prohibition
wore well received.

He was astounded, as was everyone else,

when Bishop Cannon and John J. Raskob announced that they
92
O.Greed with his plan.
Most opinion on the Byrd plan was
reflected by the Roanoke Times when it viewed the plan as
"thoroughly constructive • 119 3

The Jefferson Day speech made

Byrd more attractive as a candidate for the Damocratic nomination.

Byrd accomplished this without seriously offending

any faction of the party.

The drys found it difficult to

oppose a referendum and most of the wets were happy because
they were sure the people would end prohibition.
Byrd hoped to make a major speech on agriculture somewhere in the Midwest.

Arrane;ements were made for him to

deliver the keynote address at the Kansas State Democratic

90

Portsmouth Star, April 14, 1932.

91 Ricnmon
. '
d ''Cf
i·,ews Leade~,

April 14, 1932.

92

Byrd to Reed, April 16, 1932, Reed Papers.

93Roanoke Times, April 14, 1932.
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.
•
94
Convention in May.

Unfortunately, Mrs. Byrd became
severely ill and the trip to Kansas was canceled. 95 The

opportunity to make a major speech, such as the Kansas
convention offered, did not come before the national convention.

The Kentucky, Philadelphia, and Jefferson Day

speeches were the most important position statements that
Byrd made during the campaign.

In them, he outlined his

beliefs with dignity and avoided embarassment to himself
and his party.
Byrd's attempts to gain out of state support for his
candidacy met with frustration in almost every instance.
Governor Max Gardner of North Carolina favored Byrd for the
Democratic nomination and attempted to get the North Carolina
delegates for him. 96 Reed was not satisfied with Gardner's
effort and insisted that Byrd demand more activity on Gardner's
97
part.
Byrd suggested that Reed write on his behalf to Josephus

Daniels, Governor Gardner, and other political leaders

94

Richmond Times Dispatch, May 14, 1932.

95

Byrd to Reed, May 14, 1932, Reed Papers.

96

97

· •Rcc d , Marc h
Byra, i:;o

24, ,

1932 ,· ~.
Ib'd

Reed to Byrd, March 25, 1932, Ibid.
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in North Carolina and ask that North Carolina either endorse Byrd or send an uninstructed delegation favorable to
;~ t o th e na t•iona1 conven t•ion. 98 Gar dner wroue
~ Byr d on
h ~··
May 16, 1932 and explained the situation in North Carolina.
He reported that Josephus Daniels and other politicans were
urging a delegation instructed for Roosevelt and the best
99
Byrd could hope for was an uninstructed delegation.
Reed
had a number of telegrams and special delivery letters sent
to North Carolina .politicians before the state convention.
Yet the work by the Byrd people ended in failure, with North
100
Carolina voting for Roosevelt.
The same pattern occurred in other states when Byrd
tried to gain delecsate votes.

In spite of the efforts b7

Reed and Byrd to capture the delegates of West Virginia and
Arkansas, they went for Roosevelt and the support for Byrd
101
did not materialize.
The Roosevelt forces were winning
an impressive amount of support in Southern states.

98B yra. to Reed,

t~!ay

The

10, 1932, Ibid.

99Byrd to Reed, Nay 16, 1932, Ibid.
lOOR ee d to Byrd, June 15, 1932, Ibid.
lOlByrd to Reed, January 15, 1932, and April 2, 1932,
Ibid.

lack of delegate support made Byrd's prospects look poor,
but the chance of a deadlocked convention kept him in the
field.
The publicity campaign of the Virginia Byrd Committee
received a considerable boost when Collier's magazine agreed
to publish two articles for Byrd.

The arrangements were com-

pletcd by Byrd when ho went to Now York following his speech
in Philadelphia on May 18, 1932.

It was agreed that Walter

Davenport, a Collier's reporter who did stories on most of
the Democratic candidates, would do a story on Byrd's political achievements and that a signed article by Byrd would ap102
pear in Collier's a week before the Democratic convention.
The Collier's article by Davenport, June

4,

1932, empha-

sized Byrd's record as Governor of Virginia and explained his
government reforms in detail.

The reporter gave particular

attention to the fact that Governor Russell of Georgia and
Govarnor Gardiner of' HO.inc started similar programs in their
states

~

pat~erne

d after ~h
.
v·irginia.
. . l0 3 The
~ e Byr d re f arms in

second article, siened by Byrd, was on the newstands by June
22, 1932, a week before tha convention.

Byrd used the occa-

102
Byrd to Reed, May 19, 1932, Ibid.
103
11,

Davenport, "States Rig..'-lted," Collier's (June

45, 46.

4,

1932),
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sion to review his position as stated in previous speeches
and warned that the Democratic party must put aside parti104
san politics and work for the good of the country.
The
Roanoke Times praised the article as an honest analysis of
the situation facing the Democrats and not an overt bid for
the nomination.

The Roanoke paper thought the tone of Byrd's

writing showed once again that he could provide national
.. 105
leadership.
A3 the national convention approached, the Virginia Byrd

Committee closed its Richmond office and balanced the budget.
The expenses of the crunpaign totaled
Willifu~

T. Reed paid.

!.~912,5.00,

most of which

The largest items in the budget were

.
.
·
106
for printing
an d mai· 1 ing.

Reed complained to Roy Flanna-

gan that he received more suggestions than money from his
.
. 107
f riena s.

Earlier in the campaign, Byrd asked Reed to keep

expenses down since he would reimburse Reed for one half of
what he contributed, 11 as this has ah-mys been our custom in
108
such matters."
Reed contributed $7400.00 to the campaign

lOJ+narry F. Byrd, "Now or Never, 11 Collier's, XC, 1
(July 2, 1932), 9, 48.
l05Roanoke Times, June 28, 1932.
106 see appendix C
l07Reed to Flannaga::-1, Hay 17, 1932, Ibid.
lOBByrd to Reed, March 17, 1932, Ibid.
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m11king Byrd's shnro :;>3700.00, if the two followed their

usual ai:;rccr:iont.

Tho mri:-:;ni tucc of this expense in tho

ti..-nc of a depression was illustra-cod by tho oxrunple of the
national llimoc ra tic p:ir·t:t.

Tho party books lia tcd only

scvcnty-eicht contributors from January 1 to December 31,

1932 who contributed more than ·?4999.00, 13.nd it was a prosi109
dential campaien year.
Rood and Byrd, wonlthy by most
s·tando.rds, still must havo been relieved when tho Richmond
Hotel refused to charge them for the room used as headquarters for six months by tho Vir0inia Byrd Com:nittoo.

110

In o. letter to one of Byrd's supporters, Roy Flannagan
su.'11.~arizod

the activities of the Vireinia Byrd

Com.~itteo.

Hore than two hundred thousand items of co.mpuiGTI literature
were sent to more th!ln thirty thousand
across the country.
Sinclair Brm,m,
Democratic

lcadors

This total included letters from J.

~pcnker

asse~bly:;:an

Lieutenant-Governor

Dc~ocrutic

of tho Vir3inia House, to every
in the Uni:cd States, lettors from

Ja.~cs

E. ?rice to evory Democratic state

senator in the country, letters from tho

Ch~ir::i~n

of tho

109
Ycur,

11

1933),

Louise Ove:::-achcr, 11 C&!:::;ntign funds in n Depression
l!.r!0rican ?oliticril Scicncn Re'licw, XX\'II, 5 (October,

'('(j.

110....,
~1ar.na3&n to ?.cod,

J~~c

10, 1932, Rood

P~pers.
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General Assembly Joint Caucus to every Democratic County
chairman outside Virsinia, and letters from Governor John
Garland Pollard to fifteen thousand key men in the business world.

The letters mailed in the campaign, which ex-

eluded Virginia where Byrd was known, included various items
of campaign literature.

The Virginia Byrd Committee office

maintained direct communications with the press services,
JX>mocra.tic National Committee, Washington news correspondents,
and all major magazine editors.

The entire effort was ac-

complished by Flannagan and two salaried employees, without
.
.
.
. 1 suppor t f rom th e publ'ic. 111
soliciting
financia

Byrd undobtedly received much benefit from the publicity generated by the Virginia Byrd Committee.

How much

his chanqes for the Democratic nomination increased was a
matter of speculation.

Hany were perplexed at Byrd's re-

luctance to make a strong bid for the nomina.tion.

112

Most

political observers agreed that Smith's decision to accept
the nor:lination, if it ca;.'1le his way, increased the chances
for a deadlocked convention.

113

Smith's victory in the

111Flannagan to John Q. Rhodes, May 9, 1932, Ibid.

112Roanoke Times, March 20, 1932.
113 11 smith Puts the Fight Into the Democratic Campaign,"
Literary Digest, CXll (February 20, 1932), 8.
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!·:asns.chusctts primary further increased tho prospects of
....., h e convcn t.ion t urning
.
.....,o a comprorrn.se
.
". d a t o. ll4
canai

Tho

Byrd publicity campaiGn kept his name on tho list of possible candidates and most discussions of who tho Democrats
would nominate included his namc. 11 5 Byrd realized the
odds against him and Rood was afraid Byrd thought Roosevelt
.
116
had the nomination won.
Before the Byrd campaign was carried to tho national
convention, the Virginia State Democratic Convention mot to
choose delegates to the national convention.

Byrd's fortunes

were at opposite poles in the two conventions.

At the state

convention he triumphed as expected, while the national convention was a defeat.

Byrd's friends and political allies,

however, never faltered in

~~eir

belief that he was the best

candidate for p::-esident.

114
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116Reed to Byrd, Ap::-il 8, 1932, Recd Papers.

CHAPTER IV
THE BYRD FORCES AT THE STATE DEMOCRATIC
AND NATIONAL CONVENTIONS
Before the Virginia State Democratic Convention convened, the Democrats in the cities and counties held meetings to select their representatives to the convention.
The delegates to the national convention were selected in
the state convention.

The outcome of the state convention

was assured before it met.

The local Tumocratic meetings

issued endorsements of Byrd for the presidential nomination
along with the list of delegates selected for the state convention.

1

Byrd also received the endorsement of labor at

the Virginia Federation of Labor state convention in Alexandria. 2

Henrico County, where Byrd's plan for the state

to take over maintenance and construction of highways met

1

.

For a partial listing of endorsements see the Richmond
Times Dispatch, May 6, 7, 17, 25, 29, 1932.
2

rb id. , Hay 3, 19 32.
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its most serious opposition in 1932, endorsed Byrd unarni3
mously.
Fredericksburg Democrats endorsed Byrd and passed
a resolution, sponsored by C. 0 1 Conner Goolrick, that called
for a special state convention to repeal prohibition.4

The

resolution conflicted with Byrd's prohibition plan and the
debate over the issue was carried to the state convention.
The only serious Virginia opposition to Byrd's candidacy developed as the result of a fight in the General Assembly
over a Hustings Court Judgeship in Roanoke.

Judge John M.

Hart of Roanoke was the subject of controversy for a number of
years before the matter was carried to the General Assembly.
The people of Roanoke frequently questioned Hart's decisions
and they considered his involvement in political fights inconsistent with his position as a judge.

5

The root of the

problem was Judge Hart's opposition to Byrd's political program.

The Byrd forces in the General Assembly of 1932 de-

cided to oppose Judge Hart's reappointment to the bench.
Tho Byrd group wanted to replace Hart with J. Lindsay Almond,
Jr. who was Assistant Commonwealth Attorney in Roanoke.

3

rbid., May l, 1932.

4Ibid., April 23, 1932.

5Roanoke

.

Times, January 23, 1932, and Richmond News
Loader, January 22, 1932.
~
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Hart lost the battle in the General Assembly and Almond,
who would one day be Governor of Virginia, became Hustings
6
Court Judge for Roanoke.
After his rejection by the General Assembly, Hart started an intense campaign to embarass
Byrd at the state convention by depriving him of as many
delegates as possible. 7
'When the ward meetings were held in Roanoke to select
delegates to the state convention, Judge Hart was partit:rlly_:·
successful in his campaign against Byrd.

In three of the

five wards in Roanoke, resolut.ions instructing delegates to
support Byrd for president were defeated. In the two re. maining wards,· one passed a resolution· c omrnending Byrd but
left the delegation uninstructed, and the other instructed
its delegation to support Byrd.

Former Governor E. Lee

Trinkle, Congressman Clifton A. Woodrum, and State Senator
Abram Staples, all of whom were Byrd's political allies,
were defeated as delegates to the state convention from
Roanoke. 8

Trinkle and Staples were later elected as delegates

from Roanoke County where the Hart faction had no influence.
Congressman Woodrum was elected as a delegate to the state
convention from Badford County. 9

6 RJ.cn..rn.ona
• ,
.

m•

.i;i:mes

Dispatch, January 22, 1932.

?Ibid., May 12, 1932.
8Ibid., April 19, 1932.
9

Ibid., May 26, 1932.
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Judge Hart

m~nagod

to disrupt the Byrd forces in

Roanoke, but his influence ended there.

Byrd received

an incrensing number of local endorsements after the
Roanoke incident.

F'rionds who previously thour;ht it un-

necessary to speak out for Byrd came forward to join tho
10
active crunpaign.
The end result of tho Roanoke squabble
11
was "another black oyen for the local Democratic party.
The rest of the Virginia Democrats were undaunted in their
support for Byrd, leaving Judge Hart's faction isolated.

A brief dispute flared in Richmond over the selection
of delegates to .the state convention.

Barney Bowman, Chair-

man of the Richmond Democratic Co:::r.mittee, was accused of
trying t'o · ha:id pick a con vent ion delegation by re fusing
applications for delegate candidacy from seventy dissident
12
Democrats.
The conflict was brought before the Anpeals
Committee of the Democratic party, which decided to place
Bowman 1 s delegate candidates and the seventy dissidents on
the ballot in the April, 193? Democratic primary and let the
people resolve the issue. 13 The two factions were equally

10

11

Byrd to Flannagan, June 1, 1932, Reed Papers.
Roanoke Times, April 20, 1932.

12R· ~
icumon d m·
kimes D"isna t c h , F e b ruary 9 , 1932 •

l3Ibid., February 28, 1932.
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unhappy with the decision of the Appeals Cornrnitte so they
decided to meet and work out a compromise.

A. list of names

representing both factions was drawn up to avoid the necessity of a primary.

Richmond Democrats notified the Electoral

Board that they had settled their problem and the delegates
would not have to be selected by the people.

14

Byrd was constantly alert for any sign of opposition to
his candidacy.

He learned that the Arlington County Demo-

cratic Club sent a telegram to Franklin D. Roosevelt endorsing
him for president.

Since the club had no direct control over

delegates, the act was not very serious for Byrd's candidacy.
What concerned Byrd more than the telegram was the fact that
Wesly McDonald, one of Carter Glass' secretaries, sighed it.
Byrd feared this would be interpreted as an indication that

15

Carter Glass was for Roosevelt •.

William T. Reed wrote to

Glass and confessed surprise at what had happened.

16

Glass

explained the action of the Arlington County Democratic Club
as a spontaneous protest against Al Smith's Jefferson Day
attack on Roosevelt.

He assured Reed that the telegram in-

14

.

15Byrd

to Reed, April 29, 1932, Reed Papers.

Ibid., March 10, 1932.

16

Reed to Glass, April 30, 1932.
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no animosity

volv~d

to~~rd

Arlincton Club's action.

Byrd.

Gln~s

nlco rontntcd hi:;

17

i•\:brur...ry 20, 1932 and dcci..::o..:! to hold tho r.tn.to convention
in aich.":1.ond on June 9, 1932.

?760 dolecatos

fro~

18

'l'r.c convention wn:: to hn.vo

citiu~

tho

and counties.

Govornor John

Garland Pollard was to deliver the /.uJ.lOtc speech and r.orvo
O.!l

Carter Glnss would chflir the plnt-

terr.pora:::-7 cho.ir::l::..n.

?art7

for:n co::-.mittcc.

was p:-cdictod and B7rd':;

ho..r~ony

cncorscrr.cnt for ?resident was cxncctod to bo by

19

ncclam~tion.

Recd foresaw the convention ns an "hundred percent B7rd
1120
affair.
Senator Clnudc Swu.:-i~cn, ~:ho -..:ns cool toward
Byrd's cand!cacy,

out of the ccuntrJ attending the

~us

.....

~he

~t3tc

convention. '

Sha~tly ~oro~c

17 Gl~s.s .... o
-

19

~.,

20

Recd to

-

tha

s:~:c

. ·.•-·-- 5
••'-4J

~
.~coc.:,

••

June

I

co~vcnt!on,

l'")"'?
' ·J I

Curter Glans, still

-·~·c
..

~·

5, 193?.

B~cckinric~c, Jur.c

21 ~:.c:-..:-::.nc
• •
. r.u
.:. . . :-:~:;

... ,

•

J.J.-..::J'1~:.::,

8, 19)2, Rocd

4JU:10

'
o,

19 32.

?apc~s.
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plnn,

di3s~tisficd ~ith Byrd•~ prohibi~ion

c::.!1ion on p1•ohibition to the :;trite:;.

propo~od

Tho prohibition

plnnk Gln3u wantod udvocntcd continued prcclu:;ion
saloon, but 11llowod tho

st~tos

or

tho

to rcmqin dry or to end

b~si3.

prohibition on an individunl

to

?ho

Ei~htoonth

Amond-

:men t would ha vo to be chanced to pc rmi t tho :; tn ton to act.

2?

Byrd would not u0rce to tho propo:Jal and wrote Glns3 that
he wanted the Byrd prohibition plnn in tho state plntfor:n.
Byrd was convinced that the only fair
prohibition issue

w~s

to rosolvc tho
?.3
to let tho pcoplo voto on it.
w~y

Although the dolcgatcs to the ntntc convontion woro
ovcrwhcl;r.int;l:r in favor or 3yrd fo4' prosidont, mr1n7 of' them
had soriOU!> reservation:; about his prohibition plnn.
c.by

~crorc

tho convcntl.on r..ct tho wet :Jo:r.oc:-11.tn hold u
tho

Gool:-ic~

By:-d plan.

?2

Je~fcr:.z 0:1

liotol.

C. O'Connor

led the .:." i,-;:'1. t fo:- ::;. :> t:-11 L::;ht ropcnl p lri tfo~ ?lank,

and J::11w:J Bo.r.;:-o:-i of

chair~

Tho

and

In a

:ro.::-!"o::~

tried to rall:; .:m;,port for the

w~ld meet!~~

zhout~c

~o:-

the

where

~loor,

dolcc~tcz

stood on their

both :;idos used tho snffic

Glass to 37rd, Xay 23, 1932, Glass ?apcrs.
"U.:10

2, 1932, Ib.:.c.
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arsunents to defend their position.

At the ond of the

meeting no solution was at hand so the Goolrick faction
decided to GO to the convention floor with a platform
plank that called for repcn.l of tho Eichtccnth Amonc1'1lcnt
by the speediest possible method.

The Byrd group would

not agree to this plank and presented Byrd's plan to the

24
f or a f ina
. 1 d ecision.
. .
.
conven t ion

,,1•iany

1"'..-.
t s f en.re d
l..AJmocra

that if Byrd went to the nationa;L convention with his prohibition plan its complexity would hinder his chances for
the nomination.

25

The VirGinia State Democratic Convention convoned on
June 9, 1932.

Governor John Garland Pollard delivered the

keynote address, in which he favored tho Byrd prohibition
plan.

Pollard,

tho~~h

prohibition continued

personally dry, was unwilling to see
a~ainst

the will of the people.

26

The Goolrick faction put their repeal plank before the convention and a voice vote was taken on tho two prohibition
proposals.

2

Nost of those present believed the voice re-

4Rich.~ond

Times

Dis~qtch,

June 9, 1932.

25_,
.d
J.Ol ••,
20

Jor.:.n G~rla~d Pollard, Keynote Address, June 9, 1932,
Papers.

~xocutive

76

sponse was equal for both proposals, but the permanent convent ion chairman, Speaker of the House J. Sinclair Brown,
27
ruled the Byrd plan the winner.
The Virginia Democratic Platform called for a balanced
federal budget and economy in government, a tariff for revenue only, elimination of speculators from the banking field,
states rights, farm relief, humane treatment of labor, and
honesty in government.

The platform, in a compromise on

,.\-o.rding, recom,.vnended the Byrd prohibition plan for "careful

.

consideration" by the national convention.

28

The Goolrick

wets were strong enough to force this compromise, and the
convention did not actually endorse the Byrd prohibition
plan. 29 Tho Ricbm.ond Times Dispatch, in an editorial, declared that most of the delegates favored the Goolrick plank
and it was a tribute to Harry Byrd's popularity that his
30
plank was approved without causing serious trouble.
Byrd's speech to the convention was basically the same

27

Richrnond Times Disµatch, June 10, 1932.

28

Minutes of the Virginia State Convention, June 9, 1932,
Minute Book of the Democra"'cic State Central Com..vnittee, Martin
A. Hutchinson Papers, Alderman Library, University of Virginia,

42-43.

29

Portsmouth Star, June 10, 1932.

30Richmond TL~es Dispatch, June 10, 1932.

77

in content as hie earlier campaign speeches.

The only

innovation was a call for a national land utilization
policy.

This was a scheme to aid agriculture, exampt

timberland from taxation until the timber was cut, prevent erosion, and create parks and public reserves of land.

31

Following Byrd's speech, the resolution endorsing him for
president passed by acclamation, and the unit rule for the
delegation was adopted.

The delegation to the national

convention was to vote for Byrd subject to the "judgment
of a mq_jority of the delegation."

32

Had it not been for loyalty to Byrd, the state convention
would have adopted a straieht repeal plank.

The convention

marked the end of fifteen years of dry domination in Virginia
politics.

The lone person who spoke in favor of prohibition

at the state convention was G. 'Halter Happ, Byrd's opponent

1925 gubernatorial race. 33

in the

Pleased with the results

of the state convention regardless of the close margin in
the vote on his prohibition plan, Byrd found only five or six
delegates to the national convention who were "not strictly

' l Ib; ..)
.... a.

32

Minutes of the Democratic State Convention,

33New ~ TimAs, June 19, 1932.
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Byrd felt that 188

convent~on

votes were inclined to Roose-

If all of these potential votes went to Roosevelt,

velt.

his total convention votes would be 6.?4, not enough to win
39
on the first ballot.
The newspapers, aware that Roosevelt was gaining strength, wore not willing to concede the
number of votes to Roosevelt that Byrd calculated.

40

Roose-

velt's strength was thought to be 468 votes at the end of
1
May, 1932, according to the Richmond Times Disnatch.4
When Roosevelt lost primaries to Smith in Massachusetts and
Garner in California, a first victory ballot for him became
impossible without some states shifting to tho Roosevelt
camp before the convention.

42

Concerned that the Byrd campaign lacked sufficient
oreanization to do an effoctive job at the national convention, Roy Flannagan asked Byrd to assien team captains
to arrange communications with key people in the convention.
Flannagan saw the need to reach every delegation in the

39
40

Ibid.
Rich.~ond

41 Ibid.,

Times Disuatch, March 30, 1932.

May 22, 1932.
totals in appendix E.

42Farley,

Compare Byrd's estimate with the

. tne
. Ba 11~ots, 1 00.
Behind

Bo

conv0ntion as well us the special interest grou11s such as
bunkers, publi;.hors and

Henry Brcckinridc;c

also cncourac;cd Byrd to run an orgunizcd and efficient
.
·
campai(p1
a t t•ne convcn t.ion in

c·nicaGo.
·
4h

Fl
• nnnnGnn sou._ up

an individual corn..--nitt:r.1Gnt file for tho convention, saw to
the shipment

o~

all

rem~ininc

Chicai:;o, and arranc;ed to lrnep

Byrd cnmpaic;n litcraturo to
truck· . of all "dcloga.tions,

caucuses, confc roncc s, and drinkinr.; bouts. 11

45

The convcn ti on

headquarters of the Vircinia dclcc;a tion wa3 at tho Stevens
Hotel, while Byrd stayed ut the ConGrcss Hotoi.46

Admiral

Richard E. Byrd joined his brother, Harry, at the convention
and, along with Hcr.ry Brcckinric3e and General Willia-n "Billy"

}~itchcll, worked for his brother's nominntion.47
The question of finQncial support caused Flanna3an as

much anxiety as convention

ca.~paign

tactics.

In fact, Flano~

nagan saw f inancia.l support as c..n integral part
strateey.

1.3
'"t"

:, ,..,

He advised Byrd to ask his wealthy friends to

Flanntl[_;an to Byrd,

~yrd

convention

to

~-j'.ay

6, 1932, Recd Papers.

~cod, Ju..~e 1, 1932, Ibid.

--r;>"l'<'~J.anna;~an
~
•
'--"

to

.?.. ceu~,

''"Y
~~VJ
><
1932 I
•'•~

iuly

u

1

...

4

I

1932 I~·
Ibid

1932, Ibid.

!+7 :1icr.:..'"'1~r.d Ti~cs

'i'i:ncs, Ji.:.no 23, 1.932.

Di.snatch, Ju.no 27, 1932, and

~l'ew

Yo:-k
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pledge their financial support for Byrd's presidential
carnpaign.

The pledges could then be usod to influence

the political bosses who controlled 250 votes in the convention and were always impressed by a candidate's financial support.

48

There is no evidence that Byrd followed

Flannagan's advice.

Such an overt move would have been

inconsistent with the nature of Byrd's campaign.

An appeal

to the bosses would have placed Byrd in their political debt,
and he avoided debts in the political area as fervently as
he avoided financial debt.
The Democratic National Convention opened in Chicago on
June 27, 1932.

A number ofimportant contests developed early

in the convention that gave indications of Roosevelt's strong
position.

The seating of Huey Long's Louisiana delegation was

opposed by the anti-Roosevelt forces.

49

Louisiana's delega-.

tion to.the· 1928 Democratic convention was seated only after
Louisiana agreed to call a state convention to select its
next national convention delegation.

Long, in defiance of

of the agreement, came to the 1932 convention with a hand

'·8 Flannagan

~

to Reed, Kay 12, 1932, Reed Papers.

h.9
· Farley, Behind

~_Ballots,

126.

82

picked deler;ation approved by tho State Central Cornrnitte of
. .
50
L ouisiana.

LonG's action angered many Democrats, but the

Roosevelt fo :cc s needed Louisiana's votes and they pitched
in to see that Lonc's delegation was seated.

Byrd and the

Virginia delegation opposed seating Long's delegation.
Seating the pro-Roosevelt delegation from Minnesota was also
.
. .
opposed b y Vircinia.

51

h R
Te
Aoosevc 1 t

forces won .ooth con-

tests and the delegations of Louisiana and Hinnesota favorable
to Roosevelt were seated.
The fight causing the most bitterness in the national
convention was the contest over the permanent chair.nanship.
The Roosevelt forces agreed at the Arrancements Committee
meeting held in Chicago in April, 1932 to "commend" Jouott
Shouse to the convention as

permanent chairmen.

Byrd arranged

the compromise between the Snith and Roosevelt forces at the
Arrangements Committee
last.

The Rooseve:t

meetin~,

fo~ccs

but the agreement did not

soon decided to have Senator
2

Tho:rr:as J. Hal sh of :·!ontana E..s pcr:.10.ncnt chair;::ian. 5

Byrd

who thought the Roosevelt forces went. back on their word

50

Dc~ocratic

(Chicago, 1932),

-

National Convention, Proceedings, 1912

53.

5l Ricr..mon
· ·
a T.imes

52 see c·nap t er .LL.
--

n·isna~c
~ h,

J une 30 , 1932 •

when they turned to '.fo.lsh, su?portod Shouse for permanent
chn.ir::::cn. 53

Tho Virc:;ini n de lcgo.. 'Cion voted again:-.;t Wal:Jh

for per::nanont

cr~air:a1n.n

Roosevelt forcos.

5L~

and

Tho Roosovolt strencth was ndequate
Tho vote fo:::- :·fo.lsh w:is 626, and Shouse

but not ovcr-.;holw.in3.

collected 528 votcs.55
won by

wu..s once o..z:;ain outvoted by tho

These ca:::-ly convention con&csts were

and VirGinia voted with tho

Roosevelt~

losin~

side

each t:Ur.o.

Tne battle over abolition of the two-thirds rule throo.toned to split the

Dc~ocratic

party along North-Sou:h lines •

.Roosevelt wanted &o do awo..y with the rule but waa very cautious in his efforts to arranGc it.
mittee

56

Befo:::-c the Rules Com-

at the national convention, Roosevelt forces

meetin~

held a strategy meeting to consider an approach to the two-

thirds rule p:::-oblcm.

Elir:-.~nation

~1jority nomi~atio~ ~ould m~kc

the first ballot
~cet~r.3,

aL~os:

Ja..~cs ?~rlcy

55?s..r;..ey,

3· cc.inu.
.. 4

1

,.., ,
;,o 1.D:.C.,
_, · ·

1-

09 •

of the rule in favor of

~ooscvclt's no~in~tion

ccrt~in.

~t

of

lo~~

co~:rol

J:.:.:ic

23, 1932.

t~c

~he
t~c

Ballots, 127.

~003ovelt

on

strategy

situation and

Huey Long forced throush a resolution that pled0ed the
Roosevelt fo:-ces to fight aGainst the two-thirds role.
Roosevelt was u..."1happy witn tho abruptness of Long's action
but decided to lot things go their own way for a while.

57

The resolution to abandon the two-thirds rule in favor
of majority nomination passed the Rules Committee and was
sent to the convontion floor.

58

The Roosevelt forces soon

discovered their power was limited.

Southern delegates were

opposed to majority nom.ination because they would lose their
power to bloc the nomination of a candidate they thought undesirable.

Al Smith accused Roosevelt of trying to change

the rules after the came had started.

A loominG floor fight

and the chance of alienating a large bloc of ·delegates caused
Roosevelt to issue a statement to the effect that it would
not 'oe fair to change the rules after the delegates were select0d to the
re~ched

conve~tion.5 9

Chicago, the

R~:cs

After Roosevelt's statement
Co~~4ittoe

reversed its

decisio~

to chn.n30 tr.e two-tni::--d s rr..:le, and thereby averted a partyexpe~ient

splitting

line of reasoning,

57 Ibid., 116-117.
58'0l,lC1L'710n
• ,_,,
d

m •

1 :i.:ncs

Di~no.tch,

June 28, 1932.
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tho

Ric~ilnond Ti~es

su,ported the abolition of the

Disp~~ch

two-thil.. d.s rule out oi'"the fear that Al Smith would wreck
the convention.

Tho rise of factionalism in the party would
60
also be clir.1inatod accordine to this paper.
The Byrd group
looking at the two-thirds rule fro:n a practical viewpoint,
feared majority nomination would end the role of tho South
61
in Democratic party politics.
Tho fumocrats were in a position to take a stront; !::tand

on prohibition.

The Republican convention had adopted a plat-

forin plank that called for n.n a."':'lenclmcnt to the Zightconth
/L"'Tlend::nGnt that would allow the states to individually decide
.. b.....
on proni
11..l.on. 62 The wet :.'orces at the Democratic convention
carried their fight to the floor of tho convention which pas-

sed a straibht repeal

pla~k

that excited the entire nation.

The strength of the wet forces showed in the 934 3/4 to
213

3/4 vote in favor of the repeal plank.

63

The Virginia

delegation voted to suspend the unit rule before votinc .; .
on the prohibition plank.

60
61

Rich::lond

Eleven Virginia delegates voted

Ti~cn Dis~~tch,

Read to Sw:inson, JuA.1e

62:::>. •

~

~•l.CC.10:1G

r.I.

.l.lT'lC:~

24,

Dis~~tc~,

June 24, June 29, 1932.
1932, Recd Papers.

Juno 16, 1932.

6 3Farley, Behind the B~llots, 128.
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for the repeal plank and thirteen were against it.

64

Other

than the straight repeal plank, the Democratic platform conformed to Byrd's views as he expressed them in his speeches •

65

./Byrd, if nominated, would find no incumbrancos: to his candidacy in the Democratic platform.
Before the convention met, two dark horse candidates
withdrew their nrunes from the list of possible nominees.
Owen D. Youn6, General Electric Executive and author of the
Young Reparations Plan, withdrew his na:::no in

~t.ay

of 1932.

As the dele5atcs gathered in Chicago, Senator J.

H~~ilton

66

Lewis, favorite son of Illinois, released tho Illinois dole-

.
.
67
'
gation and witndrew from t·ne
nomina t:i.on race.

The Roose-

volt forces hopod to 0et the Illinois delegates and clinch
the nomination.

However, the Illinois bosses turned to

another favorite son, Melvin Traylor, a Chicago banker, and
prevented Roosevelt from gaining the Illinois delegates.

68

1fnen the balloting for the presidential nomination opened a

·rimes Dis:Ja tch, June 30, 1932.
/ r'

O.?_.b. d
J.

l

•

Xews

67

68

Ric1::mond

Tin10;;;

Leado~,

Nay 17, 1932.

Disuntch, J-uno 27, 1932.

Farley, Behind the

B~llots,

121.
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convention deadlock was still a possibility.
Carter Glass placed Byrd in nomination before the convention on Thursday, June 30, 1932.

Glass' nomination

speech outlined in detail the nation's problems in similar
language to Byrd's own speeches, indicating the uniformity
of their views.

Glass praised Byrd and represented him as

highly qualified for the:Democratic nomination.

Glass told

the convention Byrd would provide honest, pay-as-you-go
69 Aft
· 1 .s problems.
. .
govern..vn.ent that would solve the nation
er
Glass' no:nination speech, Byrd got a twenty minute floor
deri::onstration led by tlJ.e Richnond Blues Band.

Following the

demonstr·at io~, Hen:r7 BP0ckinr•idge sec o r:ded the nomination.

70

Glass was bothered by noise on the convention floor and

thought the radio audience heard more of his speech than
the delegates did.

71

Other convention nominations for presi-

dent included Franklin D. Roosevelt, Al Smith, Melvin Traylor,
former Senator James Reed of Missouri, Governor George White
72
of Ohio, and Governor Albert Ritchie of Maryland.

69
70

71
72

nemocratic National Convention, Proceedin3s, 228-229.
Rich~ond

Times Dispatch, July 1, 1932.

Glass to Byrd, July 25, 1932, Reed Papers.
Rich,>nond Times D:Lsne.tch, July 1, 1932.

88

Tho convention balloting for the presidential nomination started on Thursday after the nominating speeches
o.nd went through three ballots before adjourning at 9:15
Friday morning.

73

Roosevelt received

666~

votes on the

first ballot, and his total rose to 682.79 on the third
ballot.

74

Harry Byrd received Virginia's twenty four votes

and one vote from Indiana on the first ballot.

On the second

ballot Byrd got Virginia's twenty-four votes, and on the
third ballot he gained .96 of a vote from North Carolina.

75

West Virginia, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, and North
Carolina, where Byrd had sought delegate support, all went
76
for Roosevelt.
After the third ballot, the convention
adjourned until Friday evening, July 1, 1932.
The Roosevelt forces, under the leadership of James
Farley and Louis M. Howe, were looking for a formula that
would give Roosevelt the necessary votes to win the nomination.

They made overtures to the Garner forces, offering

73Farley, Behind~ Ballots, 143.

74See

.

appendix E.
and Democratic National Convention, Proceedin3s,

288.
76

Ibid.

89

Speaker of the House John N. Garner second place on the
Roosevelt ticket if California and Texas would switch to
Roo3cvolt.

77

Byrd was also offered tho vice-prcnidontial

nomination by the Hoosevolt forces under Louis Howe, if
ho would release the Vireinia deleeation.

78

The offer to

Byrd was mado throueh his brother, Admiral Richard E. Byrd,
and was rofusea.
delegates.

79

Garner finally decided to release his

The move assured Garner second spot on the

Democratic ticket.

California was the first state to switch

to Roosevelt, virtually clinching the nomination for him.

80

William Gibbs McAdoo, Garner's campaign manager in
California, asked for the floor when the convention reconvened
"S°'riday evening.

vfnile he was on his way to the speaker's ..

podium, a wild Roosevelt demonstration broke out on the floor
of the convention as most of the delegates knew California
was going for Roosevelt.

81

Some accounts of this moment say

77 Farley, Behind the Ballots, 138-147.
78_b"d
J. l
• , 136.
79Jarnes A. Farley, Jim Farley's Story (New York, 1948), 19.
80

Parley, Behind

81

t~e

Ballots, 147-151.

nic l':n.ond Timos Dis:H1tch, July 2,

1932.

90

Byrd released his de lct;n. te.s and others say Sena tor Claude
Swanson stood up without consultine anyone o.nd switched
Vir~inia to the Roosevelt column. 82 A detailed story by
tho Richmond Times

Di~Patch

correspondent said that N. B.

Booker and T. McCall Frazier held the Virginia standard
until Byrd could reach them and reloaso his delogatc3.
Vircinia delegates then joined in tho aoosovelt demonstration
before HcAdoo roached tho speaker's podi'l.un to mako his o.nnounccmont.
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Tho California switch to Roosevelt started a

roll cull that ended in Roosevelt's nomination with

945

votes.

Evon thouGh Byrd lost the nomination, he was contented
with the way the Virginia delcsntion fared in Chico.Go•

Byrd

was pleased with the work that was done on his behalf as

second choice of many delccations.

Ho considered tho nomi-

nation of Roosevelt the result of considerable anti-Smith
feeling.

As

Byrd s&.w it, the only alternative Virginia had

was to switch to Roosevelt on an earlier ballot.

Byrd re-

fused to make any deals and felt that he cr.m:.e out or the convention with nis principles and solf respect U..'1blo:nished. 85

05nyrd to ~ced, July 21, 1932, Reed Papers.

84

91

Byrd did receive some criticism from various sources in
Virginia for siding with the Smith-Ro.skob group on the
major questions other than prohibition before the conven-

.

tion.

86

The consensus of opinion was that the rumors of

a Byrd-Smith·Raskob combination were groundless and would

8

have no effect on Byrd's standing in Virginia politics. 7
Byrd ran a clean campaign without siding with any party
faction.

As a result, his prestige in the Democratic party

was undiminished.

86 Byrd to Reed, July 7, 1932, Ibid.
87

Reed to Byrd, July 8, 1932, Ibid.

CSA?'l'l::R V
co~:c LuSIOXS

It is custo:n'.lry when -..:ritin:; a.bout politicians to
label them as consorva&ivcs, liberals,

pro~ro3sives,

wl:::i.tcvcr nomenclature thn."C socmn to fit the subject.

or
Thi3

writer hnn tried to avoid fixinc a label to B7rd, not because no labels fit but more because nll labels socm appropriate.

At one

tL~c

or another, 3yrd could bo called lib-

eral, reactionary, socialintic, or
applied to

hL~,

conservative.

~hut

is more

Tho usual escape

cor.w~only
fro~

such

a dilcr..:.:a is to cnll ono 1 s subjoct a prat:;::latic politician
w:"lo con~ ide rs

eac:'1 issuo on its

philoso;;hical bi::i.:-;.

;:~ld

TI'..i:.>

ciplos of Je:."'fc:-sor. were

11

O\·m

mori ts and han no fixed

b0 a grcn.t co:::.fort to the

otomo..l ar.d essential to the
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preservation of popular government in this country."

1

If

one accepts this statement tho neod for labels is ended.

The

adherence to the ideas Jefferson held on 60vernrnont accounts
for Byrd's insistence on a small, economical eovcrnmcnt that
would interfere as little as possible with the lives of people.
It also explains his firm conviction that tho role of tho

people in covcrnmcnt must never be diminished lest special
interest groups take over and use the machinery of government f·or their own ends.

Byrd 1 s cainpaign statements conform

generally to these principles.
Byrd came throuch the 1932 pre-convention campaign without sacrificing any of his principles.

The campaign and his

role in the party increased his political prestige, and he
was the reco13nized leader of Vir8inia politics.

Roosevelt,

never one to mies an opportunity to get votes, wrote Byrd
s:wrtly after th c Chica[;O Conv.:;n tion expressing plca::>uro
t~2t

he did not have to "wo:·-;:iy in any way about Virginia"

under Byrd's leadership.
Jt;.dc;racnt :"'or

Vir~inia

2

Roosevelt was

in his

corrcc~

c,avc hi:r. the largest vote tho state

had ever given nny presidential candidate in its history.

3

1Byrd, Jefferson Day Address, April 13, 1932, Reed Papers.
2Roo8evclt to Byrd, July 21, 1932, F.D.R., His Personal

Letters, IV, 287.

-

3;·Jillio::;. :Scr:;phill, !-ln.rvin SchloOJl., and Sadie Engelbert;,
Cavalier Co~n."':'lonwe~1lth. (Ho~.: York, 1957), 428.
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Such a larse Democratic victoriJ after Smith's defeat
in

Vir~inia

in 1928 was due in part to Byrd's control of

the politics of tho state.

He showed the state that tho

Cnnnon forces wore not the undisputed arbiters of state
politics, and that goDd goverr:inent and sensible reform wore
essential to the state's well beinc;.

The wisdom of Byrd's

policies at tho state level broucht Vireinia once aeain into
the Democratic colu.'11!1 in 1932.

The fact wa::; that due to the

political genius of the man and the value of his pro6rams,
the people of Virginia trusted Byrd's leadcrship.
leverage

o~

4

The

this trust was a powerful political force that

confounded the best plans and efforts of Byrd's political
enemies, giving him an enduring position of leadership.

1
4-R
: oanoKe

ir:ic s, I'·.ay 1 , 19"l2
..J
•

r.i.
1
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS OF RASKOB 1 S LIQUOR POLL MAILED lTOVENBER

25,

1
1931

PER CENT OF THOSE REPLYING TO THE POLL IN FAVOR OF' VARIOUS PROPOSALS

Per cent
favoring
short Democratic Platform in 1932

Number of
1928 contributions
pe1, 100, 000
Democratic
Votes
State
Virginia
Mar.yland
v North Carolina

541
283

State
~eoole
VIi>ginia
82%
Maryland
86
North Car•olina
82

95

Per cent
preferI'ing home
r•ule to
repeal

b7%"-----r_;r15o
86
51

70

97

8_9__

87
Per cent
in favor
of submitting
a repeal
amendment to
the peonle

Percent
in favor
of people
voting on
all future
Amendments

93%-~~~--~~-9~4~~~0~--~-

95

89

Per cent
in favor
of submitting a
home rule
araendment
to the

1

94~

Per cent
favoring
submission
of Eigh- ·
teenth Amendment to the
oeonle

53

90

Per cent who Pel" cent in
thought the
favor of subDemocratic
mitting either
platform
a home rule or
could success-repeal amendfully ignore ment to the
prohibition
people
JO~o

11
31

-

9-z;r;--·---97

86

Repo~t on the results of Raskob's Liquor Poll, January 15, 1932,
John Garland Pollard, Executive Papers, Virginia State Library.
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APPENDIX B
Literary Digest Polls on Prohibition
I

.

.

First Report of Literary Digest Poll
Responses favoring retention
of 18th Amendment

Stllte

Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
i·:aryln.nd
Uow York
Horth Carolina
Ohi:J

Virginia

1, 661~
493

Responses favoring
rcneal

3,588
2,961
3' 51.~0
10,616
?21~, 877
7' 11+2
15' 061~
i~, lt-77

1,909
2,208

32,338
ll, 999
6,005

1,669

1 Literary Di~est, CXII (February 20, 1932),

1

5.

t'-

0"

APPENDIX B Continued
II Literary Digest Special Poll on Prohibition
Clergy

Bank~rs

l<, or 1 S th

---~s3.-in

Virginia
nationwide

s t-1 Utl1~---l''6-r-T8 th--

Arnendrncnt

Arne n d:nen t

Amendment

1,066
51,252

768
26,608

Virginia

AeaTnst"T8th
fllilcndmen t

158
19 ,68li

707
23,924

Doctors

Lawyers

Nationwide

},or 18th
Amendment

Ae;n.ins t HJ th
Amenclrn.Gnt

?!t5
12' 736

888
39,8?5

For 18th

A~n.in st

Amendment

Amendment

289
llt, 770

45' !1.59

789

III Final Literary Digest Po11 3
For 18th Amendment

Vir8inia
l~9. tionwide

2

27' 721

1,236,660

2

_Ag_~inst 18th Amendment

47~617

3,431, 877

Literary Digest, CXIII {April 23, 1932), _9.

3LitJ3r>:trz Dir!est, CXIII (April 30, 1932), 7.

lffth
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APPENDIX C
Financial Statement of Virginia Byrd Committee

1

Expenditures

3, 07?. )8

!'-failing and Postage

Office expenses
Salaries
Printing

871.84
958.60
3,654.30
380.00
187.41
.47

Clippings

Photographs
Amount to balance

,+.

Total

Credi ts
January 26, 1932, Check from Wi 11 ia."ll T. Reed
II
a
II
II
II
February l?, 1932
II
II
II
II
II
March 5, 193?,
II
II
Frederic: Scott
M'.lrch ?4, 19 32,
II
II
Louis Ep~s
Harch 2lt-, 1932,
II
II
William T. Reed
April 16, 1932,
II
II
James Barron
AT)ril 30, 1932,
II
II
William T. Reed
May 11, 1932,

Nay 19, 1932,
May ?l, 1932,
June 11, 1932
Total

9,125.oo

:p

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

\,

;.i

II

R. c. Watts
William T. Reed
\,

<j>

700.00
1,000.00
800.00
l,?25.00
100.00
1,000.00
250.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
150.00
?,150.00

9,125.oo

l

Financial Statement of Virginia Byrd Committee,
June 19, 1932, Reed Papers.
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A?PE:~DIX

D

Byrd Zstimatc of Democratic National Conyention
Dolc~ato Distribution March 17, 1932I

States certainly

nG~inst

Vote
36
10

State
l·l.3. ~J s ~cl1ll !: ct ts

TI.11odc Island
Connecticut

16

1 ,

~~.s.ryland

~.o

58

Illinois
Louisinn:i
~cw ,Terney
Ohio
Vir[;inia
Oklahoma
Texas
II

20 (D6pendcd on the whim of Huey Lone)

32

5?

?4
??

1-!.6
332 - Total

States certainly for
State
Ari?ona
!.rl(ansas
Colorado
?lorida
Georgia
Id:iho
·r-:inne so ta
Mississippi
r-r.ontu.na
Nebraska
Nevada
New Ran1pshire

1

Roosevelt

Vote
6
18
l?
l~L

28
8

?4

?O

8

16,
0

8

~oo.sevelt

State
Kew :-~cxico
Xow York
i~ o:r•tl"'J. v.J.kota
Oregon
Indinn:i
South Do..kota
?cnnes.soc
Vor.r.:ont
':!ashington
":lo !1 t Virginia
\·:yoming
Territorial
Possessions

Vote
,
0

94

10
10
30
10

2h.
8
16
16,
0

38
LJ.3b - Total

Byrd :o Reed, March 17, 193?, Reed Papers.

0
0
r-1

APPENDIX D
III Votes in Doubt
Vote

State
Alabama

California
Delaware
Iowa
Kentucky
Haine
Michigan
Hissouri
North. Carolina

Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Utah
Wisconsin

Kansas

24
44

inclined to Roosevelt
primary result in doubt
uncertain - State Chairman for F.D.R.

6
26
26

unknoim
Byrd has chance but thinks F.D.R. will win

12

unknovm

38

trend toward Roosevelt
favorite son Senator Reed is ill - may go to F.D.R.
strong sentiment for Roosevelt
primary later - F.D.R. will get some votes
inclined to Roosevelt
unknoi·m
may be against Roosevelt
inclined toward Roosevelt

36
26
76

18

8
26
20

38~Total

...............

~~~

1

-·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Byrd to Reed, March 17, 1932, Reed Papers.
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APPENDIX E
1
Convention Balloting (770 needed for nomination)
First ballot
Votes

Roosevelt
666~

1154

Smith

Garner
90~

201 3/4

Reed

White

Murray

24

52

23

Byrd

25

Traylor
42~

Ritchie

21

Baker
8~

.Second ballot
Votes
115!~

Smith

Gar>ner

Roosevelt
677 3/4

194\

Reed
18

White
5012

Baker
8

Rogers

Roosevelt
682. 79

Smith

Ga1~ner

Byrd

Reed
27!:a

White

.

90~

Byrd

24

Traylor
40\

Ritchie

Traylor

Ritchie

40\

231-2

231-2

22

Third ballot
Votes
1154

190~

52~

101~

2~.• 96

Baker
81-2

1 nemocratic National Convention, Proceedin~,

288, 302, 316, 325.

~~~·

1932 (Chicago, 1932)
----

!

(\J

0

.-1

APPENDIX E (Continued)

Fourth bo.llot
Votes

Roosevelt

1154

945

Smith

190\'?

Ritchie
3~:?

'White

3

Baker
5~

Cox:
1
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su?port to 5yrd 1 s presidential candidacy. Those ~~o thought
::i
d nae
, , no cnancc
,
t"
.
.... .
,_ .
, ..
, .
~yr
~or
ne no~~n~Jion
su0gosvGG
a~vernacivc
candid2-tc.s but tncy would not cone out and oppose hi::n. The
:\icD."nond ~Tews Lc~rner supported Byrd but proposed Hewton D.
~
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